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Abstract
The master thesis focuses on citizen participation and how to support it with the application
of ICT. Due to its recent publicity, blockchain and its features have been investigated and
were related to the citizen participation domain. A qualitative research study has been conducted to explore the perceptions of citizens relating to blockchain. Based on those findings suggestions for improvement of citizen participation were provided.
More specifically, a focus group interview has been conducted in the Swedish municipality of Växjö. Probes have been used to encourage the participants to follow unexpected
thoughts to provide creative answers and to start a dialogue between the group and the
researcher. The gathered data from the focus group interview was then analyzed with an
iterative coding process. This process yielded a list of seven concepts which bundle the following aspects mentioned by the participants in the group interview: Accessibility, Flexibility and Responsiveness, Trust, Accountability vs Privacy, Adaption, Representation,
and Collaboration. The concepts are referring to the use of blockchain in the context of citizen participation. They have been discussed later on, based on the contextual framework
built on the topics ICT, blockchain, citizen participation, and soft systems methodology.
A literature review was conducted to build this framework.
The discussion summarizes how the citizens perceive blockchain and how it can support
their participation within a municipality context. The perceptions include concerns relating to privacy, hopes of improved information infrastructures with open data formats, as
well as that blockchain could modernize democracy. The forms of blockchain systems
which could support citizen participation comprise aspects such as that it could lead to
transparent and traceable investment flows for participative planning and controlling, as
well as that it could help to identify bad players when collaborating with each other. In
the last parts, issues of citizen empowerment are discussed as a result of the previous
parts of the discussion about citizens’ perceptions and the forms blockchain could have
for them.
This research aims to contribute to current research on citizen participation supported by
ICT. It means to promote developments towards higher degrees of citizen power, by providing citizens’ views on blockchain and the forms of participation it could support.

Keywords
Citizen Participation, Blockchain, ICT, Empowerment, Citizen Empowerment, Social
Inclusion, Qualitative Research, Focus Group Interview, Information Systems
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How to improve citizen participation in a municipal context with blockchain-based ICT

1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Research Setting
Modern societies like Sweden are developing to have a high level of participation by their
citizens in decision-making processes or other community related issues. Individual participation can be seen as being involved with “shaping the society” (Vromen, 2003, p.
83).
“Citizen participation may be defined as a process in which ordinary people take
part – whether on a voluntary or obligatory basis and whether acting alone or as part
of a group – with the goal of influencing a decision involving significant choices
that will affect their community.” (André, Martin, and Lanmafankpotin, 2012)
Such participation “may or may not take place within an institutional framework” (André,
Martin, and Lanmafankpotin, 2012, p. 1). It could be managed by individual members
or groups within society or by decision makers such as governments or other forms of
organizations (André, Martin, and Lanmafankpotin, 2012).
Citizen participation has been successfully supported by Information and Communication Technology (ICT) with collective decision-making with electronic voting and polls,
deliberation with bulletin boards and online discussion groups, as well as communication through different media channels such as online guides (Kumar and Vragov, 2009).
The technology itself is evolving rapidly. Recent literature mentions the pervasive potential of blockchain technology (Glaser, 2017) and its effects on different parts of society.
“In its generic form, blockchain technology refers to a fully distributed system for
cryptographically capturing and storing a consistent, immutable, linear event log of
transactions between networked actors.” (Risius and Spohrer, 2017, p. 386)
Regarding functionality, blockchain can act as a distributed ledger consensually retained,
updated, as well as updated by parties connected within a network. All transactions within
this ledger are validated by the networked actors (Risius and Spohrer, 2017).
Blockchain can extend or influence current ICT by providing decentralization of infrastructure, programmable rules for transactions called smart contracts, or mechanisms for
validation of individual transactions named consensus (Risius and Spohrer, 2017). Those
features can be applied in many areas such as supply chain management, notary services,
or financial services. Due to the characteristics of the technology it could also potentially
support citizens’ participation.
As mentioned earlier, blockchain technology is said to have fundamental effects on certain
parts of society. In order to finally create observable effects to societies, technology must
first be adopted by them. Some societies tend to adopt new technologies quicker than
others. While it seems hard to measure and prove this fact, data about the ICT investment
ratio of certain countries can be concerned as a measurement focus. Hidalgo, O’Kean, and
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Rodríguez López (2016) performed an estimation in their work about the situation in Spain
based on data from the early 90s and later. The authors used the EU KLEMS database
1, 2
which provides productivity measurement of nations within the EU plus the United
States. Their work shows that the ICT investment ratio is significantly higher within certain societies. While countries such as Germany, Italy, and Spain seem to have a low ICT
investment ratio, Sweden, UK, and the US have rather high ratio. Therefore it seems that
Sweden is likely to have a rather quick technology adoption.
Sweden is also said to be “the most cash-free society on the planet” (Russell, 2014). Mobile payment systems are commonly used to transfer money to friends, businesses, or
while buying items on local markets. Technology seems ubiquitous in Sweden: Mobile
and card payment, event management on social media, mobile tickets, and online booking
of health services are commonly seen examples. With its technology adoption and modern
views on how to integrate ICT in daily life, Sweden is a good place to study such relations
within the context of citizen participation.
This research was conducted in the Swedish municipality of Växjö. An interview session
which is further explained in the Methodology section was held with participants from the
local municipality to gain insights from their perceptions of the blockchain technology.
This master thesis research investigates the potential support that blockchain technology
could provide to the participation of citizens.

1.2 Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The master thesis focuses on citizens’ perspectives on blockchain technology with regard
to supporting citizen participation. The aim is to explore and gain an understanding of
how citizens of a specific municipality perceive this technology and how, in what ways,
blockchain technology could support citizen participation.
Therefore, two research questions are formulated:
• How do citizens on a municipality level perceive blockchain technology in relation to
participation?
• What forms of citizen participation on a municipality level can be supported by blockchain technology?
The first research question will provide citizens’ perspectives on what they think of blockchain technology. The second will provide how they could actually use blockchain technology to support their municipal participation.

1.3 Previous Studies
Previous studies in summary point out that ICT can support citizen participation due to
its ubiquitous nature. The technology seems deeply integrated in modern societies for
communication, education, and entertainment purposes. It can also be utilized by the
1
2

EU KLEMS database: http://www.euklems.net/
KLEMS – K for capital, Labour, Energy, Materials, and Services
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citizens to participate in various kinds of activities to form their environment and actively
take part in society.
The master thesis Angelopoulou (2016, p. 12) highlights the pervading nature of this
technology and its potential by stating “democratic dialogue can now take place through a
computer at home, or through mobile phone in the streets”. This leads to new perspectives
on citizen participation when related to modern technology. In her research, Angelopoulou
(2016) describes a setting in Athens, Greece, where both initiatives and the local municipality make use of ICTs in citizen participation initiatives. Web pages, e-mail, online
calendars, as well as social media channels were utilized to encourage citizens to engage
in community or political projects. Most of the media channels were used to inform people
about news and certain events. She mentions a unique initiative in which the municipality
provided a suggestion form for citizens to submit ideas. Furthermore she points out that applying ICT in citizen participation is also seen contentious.
ICT as a tool used by governance can be exploited to guide or even manipulate citizens to
sustain certain relations of power (Svensson, 2011). Svensson states that governance supported by ICT is almost always taking a top-down perspective. But, there are also examples of participatory bottom-up approaches for deliberate planning and decision-making
which contradict the previously mentioned exploitation of the technology.
Khan, et al. (2014, p. 209, 206) state that “ICT-enabled innovations can enhance public engagement and permit a wider audience to simultaneously contribute to the political debate” as well as that ICTs can be seen as “enablers of more and better participation”. These technologies can support various forms of active participation such as
debates, policy-, and decision-making; whether they relate to political or community issues.
A study from China examined the role which ICTs play in the participation related to environmental sustainability in urban areas (He, et al., 2017). They found out that citizens
gain an increased awareness through the use of ICTs on environmental problems which
affect their quality of living. Online participation activities were engaged more frequently
than their offline counterparts. According to the authors the greater part of environmental
protests against certain infrastructure or industry projects occurred in the form of online
participation. Citizens signed petitions and provided supportive online statements with
alternative plans. Furthermore He, et al. (2017) discuss the issue that active online participants are more likely to be younger and have higher education. Groups of elderly or lower
educated people, as those with lower financial and technological resources are more likely
to be excluded from online participation as “they do not have possibilities for their voices
to be heard online” (He, et al., 2017, p. 198).
Glaser (2017) highlights in his paper that most of the systems of platform providers could
be replaced by blockchain. As an example he mentions collaborative markets such as
crowdfunding/crowdinvesting platforms, as well as providers active in multi-sided markets such as the transportation and delivery company Uber or the lodging company Airbnb.
What Glaser claims could lead to an elimination of big platform providers in various markets by blockchain applications managed by communities. Basically it could provide
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opportunities for removing third-party services and empowering individuals to provide
similar services in a self-organized fashion.
Nguyen (2016) describes opportunities of blockchain applications to create sustainable
economies. Telecommunication technology evolves constantly and mobile applications
for all kinds of tasks are increasingly used by people. Emerging economies create huge
demands for effective blockchain solutions such as decentralized payment solutions. Less
infrastructure is needed to provide blockchain-based financial services, which could be
beneficial for developing countries. Small economies as well as other projects could utilize Bitcoin or other blockchain transaction networks for fundraising and payment. Decisions about how to spend and invest the acquired funds could be managed through consensus mechanisms which are further explained in Section 2.1.3.1 about the key concepts
of blockchain. However, Nguyen (2016, p. 53) states that the “trend of liberalization
and innovation in financial and investment activities also creates favorable conditions for
the application of blockchain”. Its decentralized model and the feature for small payment
could reduce transaction fees dramatically, which most likely creates opportunities for citizen participation by enabling projects, organizations, and governments to handle resources
efficiently.
While previous studies have shown that there are examples of active citizen participation
with the support of ICT, little research has been done on the use of blockchain in this
area. In their recently published comprehensive literature review of blockchain, Risius and
Spohrer (2017) suggest that future research on blockchain technology supporting citizen
participation should be conducted.

1.4 Topic Justification
Participation of the citizens plays an important role within society (Clary and Snyder,
2002) since individuals are capable and willing to take part in deliberation on complex matters of their concerns (Andersen and Hansen, 2007). Modern technologies should be considered when exploring new ways of supporting citizen participation processes.
Objectives of electronic participation (e-Participation) could include the increase of publicly and digitally accessible information to citizens related to decision-making and to
support electronic decision-making in general (Cvetanova, Pachovski, and Bojadzievska,
2016).
A study from Khan, et al. (2017, p. 2) suggests “the need for participatory planning tools,
which can support both top-down and bottom-up approaches”. Such tools can allow citizens to collaboratively create and discuss innovative ideas as well as proposals to support
various dialogue between parties within communities. So could dialogue be established
within or between groups of citizens or initiatives, as well as between citizens and city
administrations in their municipality.
Public organizations increasingly “open up and integrate external actors (e.g. citizens,
businesses, universities) into organizational and administrative processes” by utilizing
modern ICT (Schmidthuber, et al., 2017, p. 457). Since the expected potential of block-
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chain is described as high within current research, it is worth investigating how it could
facilitate such participative endeavors.
Risius and Spohrer (2017, p. 403) provide a wide range of suggestions for future research
within the area of blockchain including the question: “How can blockchain technology
increase participation of citizens in political decision-making?”. The question was considered and finally adapted to the current topic for this master thesis.

1.5 Scope and Limitations
The research will be conducted on a local level at a small scale. The municipality of Växjö
in Sweden will set the geographical boundary.
Generalizations from the research results cannot be made about the citizens of all municipalities, nor even all Swedish municipalities; but the research results could be applied to citizens of municipalities of similar context, regulations and cultural backgrounds.

1.6 Thesis Structure
This master thesis is structured into six sections. This introduction section. Section 2 provides the literature review about ICT, Blockchain, Citizen participation, and Soft Systems
Thinking which builds a contextual foundation to discuss the main topics of the thesis.
Section 3 describes the Methodology of this study. The chosen paradigm and methodological approach for the research design are explained, along with the methods used for
data collection and data analysis. Issues of reliability and validity are discussed as well
as the ethical considerations. The following section 4 presents the empirical results of
the conducted study. Those findings are discussed and reflected upon in section 5 based
on the literature review. The final section 6 draws conclusions, describes the research
contribution, and provides suggestions for future research.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Literature Review
In the following sections the regarded literature is presented for this research. The procedure for searching and the literature selection is explained in more detail. The relevant
technology is elaborated and set in context to the topic of citizen participation. It includes
the relevant topics such as citizen participation, ICT systems and their influence on participation as well as blockchain.
2.1.1 Search procedure and literature selection
The literature review has been conducted with the use of literature search engines. The
available search platforms from Linnæus university (LNU) were used as a starting point
for the literature review. Google scholar was used partly to search for referenced works
within certain papers.
According to Palm (2018) the LNU library’s literature discovery system OneSearch provides a search index for several databases from different subjects. It also provides links for
literature access in the field of informatics from databases such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACM Digital Library
BSP (Business Source Premier)
DOAJ
Emerald
IEEE Xplore
Science Direct
Springer Link
Wiley Online Library

The library of Linnæus university supplies a list of all available databases of the search
engine on their information page 3 .
The key search terms used were:
•
•
•
•

ICT
Blockchain
Citizen participation
Empowerment

The key term ICT was combined with citizen participation to find literature related to the
support of ICT in this field.
The initial search for citizen participation and ICT was restricted to recent literature not
older than five years, since the research aimed for current developments within citizen
participation related to ICT technology.
3

Library information page of LNU: https://lnu.se/en/library/search-and-evaluate/articles-and-databases/
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The overall literature selection process is illustrated in Figure 1. Reading the Title and
Abstract of the literature was used as a pre-selection. The Forward references selection
was performed on promising literature based on citations within the previously selected
articles. The blockchain related literature was selected based on the review paper of Risius and Spohrer (2017). The Final selection included the outcome of the described process and relevant Blockchain related literature. The review itself and books about blockchain technology were included as well. The final selection included literature which
was not too specialized in a subtopic of the field or describing certain methods in detail.
Blockchain
related literature

LNU OneSearch
LNU thesis
works (DiVA)

Forward
references

Title, Abstract

Final selection

Figure 1. Literature selection process

The search procedure itself was aligned within the described selection process. The search
was conducted between February and May 2018. The LNU OneSearch system was configured to search for all kinds of literature in English language. The amount of search results
was condensed by forcing title based keyword search on at least one keyword.
The search for available thesis works within the DiVA system was conducted in parallel.
The search terms were used individually and in different combinations. The results were
limited by searching within the titles.
This search procedure of this literature review yielded to a set of main literature consisting of two books and one literature review which is the foundation for the upcoming sections.
The book of Swan (2015) provides a high level overview about the blockchain technology and its features. So, the work devotes chapters to blockchain concepts such as contracts/smart contracts, Distributed Autonomous Organisation (DAO), Distributed Apps
(Dapps), as well as general applications of blockchain beyond cryptocurrencies. It also
discusses limitations like challenges related to technological implementations, business
model formation, exploitation, and privacy.
Drescher (2017) is a book with a non-technical introduction to the blockchain topic which
provides explanations to basic terminology and concepts. It explains the technology in a
simple manner, its characteristics and the application in 25 steps.
The work of Risius and Spohrer (2017) provides a comprehensive overview about recent
blockchain literature with an introduction to main features and terms. The goal of the paper is to provide an understanding where blockchain technology is actually applicable and
practical. The work with its referenced literature and the two other mentioned books build
a solid foundation of the literature review of this master thesis.
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2.1.2 ICT
Information and communication technology or short ICT refers to “any technology used to
support data gathering, processing, distribution and use. A term used to encapsulate hardware, software, data and communications technology” (Beynon-Davies, 2013, p. 484).
The key components of ICT are geared to each other in order to build a functional system.
The hardware of this system mostly consists of servers which the software is executed
on, and where the data is stored. The software is the programming code which creates
an application for an end user. This application is then accessed via certain interface devices such as Smartphones, Tablets, PCs, Laptops, etc. The devices are finally connected
through communication technology such as mobile or wired networks which are managed
by specialized networking hardware and software.

Interface Layer

Business Layer

Data Layer
Figure 2. Layers of an ICT system

The components of an ICT system can be divided and described in a layered architecture.
Figure 2 illustrates an ICT system consisting of an interface, a business, and a data layer.
The interface part encapsulates the primary interface to retrieve and store information in
the system. The business layer is built upon certain rules and can perform transactions
within the system. The data layer acts as the data store for the information processed by the
business layer. The layers can communicate with each other via communication subsystems or networks. The communication flow usually goes from the interface to the business
layer which then communicates with the data layer as insinuated by the arrows in Figure 2.
The business layer performs the transactions on the data based on its rules in order to ensure
that the data manipulation is handled correctly and usually implements certain security features such as authentication and authorization. Depending on the actual implementation of
the architecture the information flow can also be different.
A common communication model of ICT systems since the commercialization of the internet is the client/server architecture shown in Figure 3 (Oram, 2001). The client initiates
a request to the server which then sends a response to the client which provides the client
with the requested information. A server can handle multiple client connections. The
internet provides a network between clients and servers.
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Client

Server

Figure 3. Client/Server architecture

Another common communication model is the peer-to-peer architecture in which equally
privileged peers/nodes communicate with each other without central server instances. It
is different to the client/server model since the communication relies on the peers instead
of centralized server nodes which respond to the client requests. An exemplary structure
of such a network can be seen in Figure 4.

G

D
C

F

B
E
A
Figure 4. Peer-to-peer architecture

“The internet was fundamentally designed as a peer-to-peer system. Over time it
has become increasingly client/server, with millions of consumer clients communicating with a relatively privileged set of servers” (Oram, 2001, p. 8).
Even though the client/server architecture was enforced within the progression of the internet, peer-to-peer systems were developed and are still in development. The introduced
blockchain technology is actually built as a peer-to-peer system. The upcoming section
will elaborate on it.
2.1.3 Blockchain
Blockchain technology with its most famous application Bitcoin is promised a pervasive
potential Glaser (2017) and Swan (2015) is even speculating that it might be the beginning
of a new revolution. A system which enables networked users to send money to each other,
design automated contracts together, proofing authorship and ownership of intellectual and
real works, conduct public voting, and many other applications without requiring a third
party to rely on. Its unique characteristics are one of the reasons why blockchain got into
the spotlight recently. These characteristics will be now discussed further and later on set
into the context of citizen participation.
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2.1.3.1 Key Concepts and Definitions
First of all, it should be mentioned that blockchain is a foundational technology which can
serve various applications in different sectors of society, organizations, and businesses.
It got very famous recently for the Bitcoin implementation which is a cryptocurrency enabling individuals to send a virtual currency over the internet without relying on third party
payment services offered by banks and companies. It is important to keep in mind that
Bitcoin is just an implementation form of the blockchain. So this should be reminded:
Blockchain ̸= Bitcoin
The blockchain can be seen as a distributed ledger in which transactions can be consensually stored, validated and updated within a network (Drescher, 2017; Risius and Spohrer,
2017; Swan, 2015). Blockchain enables transparency and eventually ensures a consensus within the whole network about the validity of every processed transaction (Risius
and Spohrer, 2017). Even though the current technology is famous for monetary transactions, it can be utilized as a generic data store. Basic blockchain technology is a “fully
distributed system for cryptographically capturing and storing a consistent, immutable,
linear event log of transactions between networked actors” (Risius and Spohrer, 2017, p.
386).
The mentioned transactions regardless of their individual content are stored in so called
blocks which are linked together and therefore building a chain of blocks (Drescher, 2017).
Every new block added stores the cryptographic hash acting as a fingerprint of the previous block to link itself to the chain. This hash function is a mathematical procedure that
takes several properties of an individual block such as the timestamp when the block was
created as well as a kind of summary 4 of the transactions included in the block and creates
a so called hash string out of these properties. A properly designed hash function will always produce the same hash string when given the same input. In a very simple example
a hash function could be the sum of the digits of a natural number like 513. The result of
summing up the individual digits would be the number 9. If the input number changes,
the sum will probably change as well. This simplistic example is prone for so called collisions, where different inputs result in the same number, like 414 would also lead to 9.
Modern hash functions aim to minimize such collisions. An exemplary string of characters in hexadecimal notation can look like this: “55ad340709d4b302”. Depending on the
individual implementation of the blockchain these hashes will have a different character
length. However, they act as a fingerprint to identify, compare and link individual blocks
within the chain.
The blockchain is built as a distributed network with actors communicating to each other in
a peer-to-peer fashion aiming to achieve a collective agreement on which transactions are
to be stored in the transaction history (Drescher, 2017). This mechanism of validating the
history of transactions is called Consensus. The nodes strive to receive a certain reward for
contributing their computation power to the network. In the Bitcoin network this reward
happens to be the Bitcoin currency. Nodes distributing fraudulent blocks in the network
can usually be detected by certain mechanisms within the system. Since several nodes
need to agree on which blocks should actually be stored in the chain, the blocks which are
not valid can be declined by the network.
4

Which itself is also a hash value/fingerprint created out of a so called Merkle tree
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The blocks are immutable by design, meaning that their core properties cannot be changed
when they have been created or stored (Drescher, 2017). They can be considered read-only.
This prevents data manipulation and fraudulent behavior within the network. Examples
of immutable real life objects are identification and authorization papers created by certain authorities such as passports and driver’s licenses. The manipulation of an individual
block by an actor in the blockchain network inevitably leads to a broken chain since the
blocks are linked by the hashes of previous blocks. If properties or data within a block
are tampered with, its hash value changes accordingly and therefore it can not be found
anymore by the following block. It can be noted here that, even though highly unlikely to
achieve in larger blockchain networks, it is technically possible to even manipulate data in
a blockchain network by performing certain attacks such as 50+1 attacks. In this scenario
a potential attacker holding the majority of network nodes (51%) takes control over the
consensus voting mechanism in order to validate the manipulations himself. Most blockchain implementations have ways to deal with such attacks and faulty chain structures in
order to maintain a valid transaction history.
The blockchain technology provides the foundation for a network in which the individual
actors do not need to trust each other in order to perform transactions (Risius and Spohrer,
2017). So the transactions can be considered trust-free. Some implementations are even
designed in such a way that the actors within the network are meant to be anonymous, yet
perfect anonymity is hard or even impossible to achieve. In Bitcoin which is often said to
be “anonymous”, all transactions are provided with identification attributes which can be
seen pseudonymous. The actors in the network shield their real identity behind so called
pseudonyms. If the actual identity behind a pseudonym is revealed, all the performed
transactions can be traced back to the identity via the blockchain history. Due to its immutability feature the blockchain holds all the information in its history, which can be used
to draw conclusions about certain transactions and identities based on patterns. If one real
identity behind a pseudonym got revealed in the Bitcoin network, the transactions to different actors can be inspected. The gathered information can be used to draw conclusions
about the identities of the receivers of the transactions.
There are two main important manifestations of blockchains which should be highlighted:
Public and private ones (Drescher, 2017). Public blockchains allow potentially untrusted
actors to read and write the blockchain to create new transactions. Public means that
normal individuals with internet access can join and contribute to the blockchain network.
Private blockchain networks can be built where there are known and trusted actors. This
could be the case for an industry group or a group of companies owned by an umbrella
corporation.
Recent developments brought up a blockchain feature called smart contracts. These contracts are programmed code which has certain instructions built in. Within a smart contract
specific transactions can be automatically executed based on certain conditions (Swan,
2015). On such contracts can be agreed upon between several parties in order to automate certain obligations. There are three characteristics of smart contracts which distinguish them from regular contracts: Autonomy, self-sufficiency, and decentralization.
They are autonomous since once their code is executed no further intervention is required
or even possible by any party. Smart contracts can be self-sufficient because they are
able to arrange resources such as “raising funds by providing services or issuing equity,
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and spending them on needed resources, such as processing power or storage” (Swan,
2015, p. 16). And last they are decentralized since the code is distributed across the network and designed to self-execute within it. When smart contracts are combined with
cryptocurrencies, automated transactions of money can be executed when the predefined
conditions are met. In a supply chain management system the payment for certain goods
could be automatically initiated when the goods from the delivery service are scanned and
received by the receiving department. Or date and time based executions of transactions
could be implemented to transfer certain goods or money to a person when turning 18.
Smart contract code is usually designed to execute as soon as it has been agreed upon it,
which can have negative or undesired effects as well in case of misunderstandings or other
faults.
With further development of blockchain came new terminology for its possibilities such
as the mentioned smart contracting or distributed applications (Dapps) which are applications that run on a blockchain network in a distributed manner (Swan, 2015). They aim
to secure all information cryptographically and possibly pseudonymously. Dapps are executed across different nodes of the network so that there is no single point of execution
nor failure. Some real world applications have been written as Dapps aiming to clone the
functionality of centralized services such as ride sharing (Uber), social networking (Twitter), file synchronization (Dropbox), or crowdfunding platforms (Kickstarter, Indiegogo).
There seem to be no rules or exact definitions available on how Dapps should be built and
what requirements they need to fulfill to be accepted or seen as distributed applications
by different blockchain projects. Nevertheless there are three features which seem to be
considered or accepted by the community: First, the applications must be transparent by
releasing them as open source software. The handled records and data must be stored in
a public blockchain; cryptographically and decentralized. Second, when launching an application it must generate certain tokens. It then usually provides abilities to distribute all
or a portion of these tokens to the users of the network. To use the application the tokens
must be spent, while users contributing to the application should be rewarded with tokens.
Third, the applications should be able to adapt to certain circumstances such as market
feedback or improvements proposed by developers or users, while the users must reach
a consensus to decide about changes. With Dapps there is a wide range of possibilities
for creative applications and business models which do not need to rely on centralized
structures.
An advanced form of decentralized applications are so called decentralized autonomous
organizations (DAOs), sometimes also labeled DAC (C for corporation), which deploy autonomous agents in a network of distributed nodes to perform certain tasks (Swan, 2015).
These agents apply predefined rule sets to achieve organizational goals without human
interaction. They are able to react or change their behavior within their set of orders based
on certain events and conditions. DAOs differ from Dapps insofar that they are based on
a public constitution made available on the blockchain outlining their governance. They
also implement features to sustain their operation by utilizing crowdfunding for generating equity. Businesses, organizations, or governments could transform parts of or even
all of their operations to a distributed autonomous organization in order to increase efficiency and potentially save costs. DAOs could be implemented in various kinds for a wide
range of purposes: Businesses could be run truly globally; funded and operated through its
users or stakeholders via cryptocurrencies and agreement finding via consensus. Certain
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parts of the government and law system could be bundled as DAOs to provide transparent
and automated governing and jurisdiction. In theory many parts of society could be abstracted into DAOs to impair redundancy and costs, increase transparency and democracy,
and aim for fair distribution of assets. The possibilities seem endless, but there are also
many risks related to security and privacy since such organizations are built on complex
software.
The key concepts of the technology have been elaborated in this section. The application of
it is described with rather abstract patterns in the upcoming section.

2.1.3.2 Applications
Until here the applications mentioned for blockchain were mostly focused on the use as
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. But the technology has the potential to support processes in various areas. Drescher (2017) mentions a few generic application patterns which
should be highlighted to gain a better understanding on how the blockchain technology can
be utilized:
Proof of existence Storing data for the purpose to proof its existence. An example
could be the public registration of items supposed to be unique: patents, web addresses,
email addresses, etc.
Proof of nonexistence Opposite of the above. Verify if specific entries are not stored
in the blockchain. Examples: Records of complaints, fines, or convictions.
Proof of time Time-stamping to track events occurring over time. Examples: Tracking
of deliveries, payment tracking, and public bidding.
Proof of identity Proof of existence of certain identities within the blockchain supported
by the basic security features of it for identification and authentication of individual actors. Examples: Digital identities for people, pets, or commodities.
Proof of authorship Features for authorization can prevent harmful actors from creating data in the blockchain when they miss the appropriate rights. Examples: EPublishing, copyright protection.
Proof of ownership Relies on a mix of the other patterns to achieve identification of
actors, authentication as well as authorization of those. Examples are: Keeping track
of ownership of real estate, automobiles, or cryptocurrencies.
The blockchain technology is capable of handling different kinds of data. Therefore the
possible applications can be more or less endless, since the supported human activities
are diverse (Drescher, 2017). Nevertheless, a few specific application examples can be
noted here which usually apply some of the generic application patterns. Payment systems
based on cryptocurrencies can be built transparently and independently. Third-party services, certain middle-men, or even governments are not required for payment services built
on top of blockchain. Such distributed payment networks allow the use of micropayments
which are small amounts of money transactions usually considered to be “too costly by
using traditional means of transfer” (Drescher, 2017, p. 227). Such micropayments would
allow tiny payments to all kinds of online services, such as websites where they could sup-
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plant the prevalent advertisement model. Service providers could accept micropayments
from their users so that they do not have to rely on advertisement anymore. Micropayments are promised to increase with the development of machine-to-machine communication when it comes to Internet of Things (IoT) device networks (Swan, 2015). Devices in
transportation networks could communicate with each other in order to prioritize certain
devices with a respective monetary or value point based compensation. Digital identities
could be implemented with blockchain to support various services that require proofing
identity, authorship, or ownership for personal information as well as digital and real-life
assets. e-Government services could utilize such digital identity features for voting purposes within the context of elections or decision-making. Systems for record management
can be built and utilized to create, store, and temporarily share certain records among different actors within a network. A major application domain seems to be the management
of electronic medical records (EMRs) where patients could be provided with digital logs
of their medical history (Azaria, et al., 2016). A blockchain-based ledger could support
EMR management by keeping “an auditable history of medical interactions for patients,
providers, and regulators” (Azaria, et al., 2016, p. 29).
As mentioned earlier, there are many possible applications and many more specific implementations of those. Certain technologies can be combined with each other to create
new possibilities. The characteristics of blockchain provide a lot of potential for innovative applications within all kinds of sectors. Though, the complex technology needs
to be understood, handled carefully, and solutions should be tailored accordingly since
it also comes with its challenges and limitations which are highlighted in the upcoming
section.

2.1.3.3 Limitations
Blockchain is promised a flourishing future by many. Still it is in early development and
potential limitations are manifold in their nature (Swan, 2015). Their manifestations can
be internal as well as external, such as technical issues with the foundational technology,
information theft, law regulations, perception by the public and mainstream adoption. The
issues can also be interwoven since technical implementations can have influences within
other areas such as the development of business models, government regulations, and
personal privacy.
Several technical challenges related to the blockchain model and its applications have
been identified by Swan (2015). Developers’ opinions on how to resolve technical issues
may differ based on their individual experience, goals, and orders given. Different approaches to fix certain issues can create new or lead to increased challenges elsewhere,
due to the complexity of the technology and its environment. This means in practice
that when a developer team for example fixes performance issues it can decrease the
level of security of an implementation as a side-effect. Industry, research, and developers must work together to provide solid solutions which can be built upon in the future.
Issues related to business models commonly come up since traditional models seem challenged or hardly applicable to the decentralized blockchain model (Swan, 2015). Tradi-
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tional businesses often follow a model in which they provide certain services as intermediaries while taking certain percentage fees of transactions from customers. The peer-topeer based blockchain network does not require such intermediaries since the actors can
perform transactions between each other. However there are many new business models evolving which supply services around blockchain ecosystems such as startups and
businesses providing education and usable interfaces for mainstream customers, financial
transaction infrastructure services, security services, and auditing services for smart contracts.
Scandals and perceptions within the public seem to be one of the bigger issues of blockchain, especially in relation to Bitcoin (Swan, 2015). Bitcoin transactions got negatively
famous for supporting illegal actions such as money-laundering or weapon-purchase. Both
blockchain and the Bitcoin application are neutral and can therefore be utilized for commonly negative connoted purposes. Attacks, hacks, and theft are increasing since the volume of certain networks such as Bitcoin has grown significantly in the last years. Bugs,
vulnerabilities, or levity of users in the network unfortunately provide an attack surface
for malicious actors and the value of stolen goods (e.g. Bitcoin) is likely to increase with
the adoption of the network. Industry and developers must place security mechanisms and
detection systems for malicious actors, as well as educating users on how to properly use
the systems.
Governmental regulation can also be a significant factor if blockchain can gain wide acceptance (Swan, 2015). Laws restricting certain applications of the technology can create
barriers for adoption and industry implementation. If the barriers for the financial services
industry are set too high, then the general success of blockchain in this area will be rather
unlikely. There are already discussed issues related to the taxation within blockchain
based payment systems where the peers in a decentralized sharing economy consume and
offer goods and services. In such systems it seems hard to impossible to build structures
for traditional taxation due to decentralized implementations in countless variety. Further
issues discussed to government regulation are concerning the business model of governments themselves. Governments are said to be “increasingly unable to keep up with their
record-keeping duties of recording and archiving information and making data easily accessible” (Swan, 2015, p. 88). Therefore government models could be challenged or even
become obsolete with a rise of blockchain since their traditional way of funding themselves is based on taxation. Governments must keep up with today’s increased pace and
potentially make use of blockchain’s democratization features or similar technologies to
avoid becoming redundant.
Challenges related to privacy must be resolved before a mainstream adoption of storing
personal records in decentralized blockchain networks can actually happen (Swan, 2015).
Data stored on the blockchain is immutable and traceable. Existing solutions provide abilities to encrypt this data, but as soon as an access key (commonly known as private key) gets
exposed or stolen the data can be retrieved and decrypted. Passwords and other security tokens get stolen regularly nowadays. Mostly accounts to certain services get compromised
and few harm can be done. But depending on which data is stored on the blockchain,
the impact could be enormous: Digital identities, digital goods, cryptocurrencies, or even
medical records could be stolen or exposed. The users could be left with no identity, no
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money, or facing difficulties related to their medical history when the privacy features of
blockchain applications will not significantly improve.
All those mentioned challenges and limitations are important and should be considered
in the further development of blockchain. Even if blockchain and the famous Bitcoin
application may not be adopted and vanish over time it is likely that a lot of their legacy
will persist (Swan, 2015). Its underlying decentralized models have been created and
used since the early days of the internet and build the foundation of modern technologies
providing society with advanced features for the future.
2.1.4 Citizen participation
True active participation in society can only be achieved when every citizen is at least
given the chance to take part in a certain way. A denial or lack of resources, goods and
services as well as rights and other factors can create an “inability to participate in the normal relationships and activities, available to the majority of people in society” (Levitas,
et al., 2007, p. 86). This can have negative effects on citizens’ quality of life, the links
between individuals in society, general well-being and life opportunities in the future. As
a consequence social inclusion must be focused on by society, politics, and economy. The
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA) defines social inclusion as:
“The process of improving the terms of participation in society, particularly for people who are disadvantaged, through enhancing opportunities, access to resources,
voice and respect for rights” (DESA, 2016, p. 17, )
Social inclusion aims to build a society in which there are no or less disadvantages for
people regarding age, sex, race, or disability; origin, ethnicity, or religion; economic status
or other rank (DESA, 2016). This inclusion process relies on enhancing opportunities for
people by improving access to certain resources, providing them with a voice, and ensuring
that their rights are respected.
The dimensions of general inclusion could be identified as: Empowerment, Socialization,
Independence, and Learning. Empowerment refers to processes “through which people,
organizations, and communities gain mastery and control over issues that concern them”
(Zimmerman and Warschausky, 1998, p. 3), establish critical awareness, and take part
in decision-making about issues that affect them (Zimmerman and Warschausky, 1998).
Rich, et al. (1995) state that empowerment can be a result of citizen participation. Therefore, if the individual, organizational, or community goal is to empower citizens, participation should be engaged and encouraged. Socialization is a process in which individuals
develop behavior that is commonly accepted within the society they live in. Achieving
socialization can be seen as a goal to support inclusion and smooth citizen participation.
On the other hand, citizen participation and inclusive actions can also assist people on
their path to socialize. While creating societies with high cohesion seems to be desirable,
the independence of groups of people and individuals should be ensured. Their freedom
of choices and organization of their own lives without being dependent on others must be
established and preserved. Independence appears to be a key factor to achieve free and
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unbiased decisions by individuals. When it comes to inclusion, learning seems important
as it equips individuals with foundational knowledge to make smart decisions, achieve
independence, support socialization, and finally empower themselves. While modern societal life in the information age demands a lot of efforts from individuals and groups
the educational paths to prepare for these challenges are diverse and usually widely available.
The extent in which people actively take part in society can vary and seems hard to measure or classify. Arnstein (1969) defined a model with eight rungs named Ladder of citizen
participation to better grasp the degree of citizen participation which is illustrated in Figure 5. The steps provide a simplified classification of the degree in which participants
actively take part. The lower levels Manipulation and Therapy represent levels where
participants do not take part in any planning or implementation of programs and are described by Arnstein (1969, p. 217) as levels of “non-participation”. Citizens positioned
in those levels are likely to be manipulated or directed by certain groups, organizations,
or institutions since they “enable powerholders to ”educate“ or ”cure“ the participants”
(Arnstein, 1969, p. 217). The three rungs above Informing, Consultation, and Placation
symbolize the “degrees of tokenism” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 217). The citizens get informed
or consulted by powerholders, yet the influence which can be made is rather low due to
a lack of power. Placation represents a higher level of tokenism where the citizens have
possibilities to give advise but the right to decide is still retained by the people in power.
The higher rungs can be seen as “degrees of citizen power” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 217). In
the Partnership level citizens are able to negotiate and discuss trade-offs and therefore can
have an influence to some degrees. The top rungs Delegated power and Citizen control
equip the citizens with certain instruments such as the majority of decision-making power,
or even full management control.
Citizen control
Delegated power
Partnership
Placation
Consultation
Informing

Degree of
citizen participation

Therapy
Manipulation
Figure 5. Ladder of citizen participation (adapted from Arnstein (1969))

The model highlights the “fundamental divisions” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 217) of the powerful and less powerful citizens. The model heavily simplifies reality since individuals and
groups – whether powerless or powerful – can be part of different categorizations based
on different roles. However Arnstein (1969, p. 217) justifies these simplistic abstractions
by stating: “the have-nots really do perceive the powerful as a monolithic ”system,“ and
powerholders actually do view the have-nots as a sea of ”those people,“ with little comprehension of the class and caste differences among them”. That means, that there seems
to be a need for such a model to clarify the circumstances among different parties. From
an institutional perspective, the model could be used to consider the relationship between
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citizens and governmental leaders. It can also be applied to different contexts for a juxtaposition of powerful and less powerful actors. In this work the model is used to provide a
basic idea of how citizen participation can be categorized and which characteristics each
level has.
Another scale which can be used to understand citizen participation is given by Creighton
(2005, p. 9) as the “continuum of participation”. The model seems to be used within
a governmental context, but can also be applied to different contexts. The author states
similarly to Arnstein (1969) that “since it is a continuum, there are really an infinite number
of points along the scale” (Creighton, 2005, p. 9), meaning that there are more than these
mentioned categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inform the public
Listen to the public
Engage in problem solving
Develop agreements

According to Creighton (2005) Informing the public refers to one-way communication
in which decisions are announced to the public. For active citizen participation this is
not sufficient, but still a necessity since citizens need to be informed in order to participate based on “complete and objective information on which to base their judgements”
(Creighton, 2005, p. 9). The second category Listen to the public applies when citizens
are provided mechanisms for enhanced participation such as public hearings where people are informed about and able to comment on certain project plans, or when repositories
of information are implemented in certain locations to provide access to planning documentation and studies. While these mechanisms are important to raise the participation,
institutions and organizations often seem to include them by protocol rather than utilizing
them as a foundation to implement collaborative decision-making and problem solving.
The Engage in problem solving category applies when citizens are given the chance to
collaboratively solve common problems with other citizens, representatives, or organizations. Total agreements are not always a result of such problem solving approaches, but
a sufficient level of agreement can be achieved to legitimate certain decisions. The last
category Develop agreements can be achieved by implementing the approaches from the
previous categories. Its goal is to seek and reach consensus among the participants or
stakeholders. When there is a common agreement, the executive group, organization or
agency is ensured that an agreed implementation is supported by the majority. This leads
to less barriers and builds trust in decisions.
There are several challenges related to citizen participation. On the one hand citizens
should be encouraged to take part in decision-making by designing its procedures to be
more convenient and attractive. And on the other hand there seems to be an increasing
demand from the citizens in certain areas to actively participate (Held, 2006), creating challenges for municipalities and organizations following rather traditional decision-making
models. ICT can both support and enhance citizen participation (Khan, et al., 2014)
by providing people with user-friendly access to discussions and mutual decisions and
by widening the range in which citizens can engage in such processes. Modern broadband communication network technologies provide high bandwidth and low latency which
makes various kinds of social communication and two-way interaction applications pos-
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sible. Whether at home or mobile, people usually can gain access to the internet for
reasonable prices nowadays to access such applications. Municipalities, organizations,
and communities should make use of the technology to encourage people to collaborate, socialize, support independence, increase levels of education, and achieve empowerment.
Angelopoulou (2016) identified several projects in her qualitative study in Athens which
support citizens to take part by informing them about participatory events happening in the
city and in their neighborhood. The utilized ICT comprised web-based technologies such
as websites, online calendars, social media sites and groups. The research showed that ICT
can be supportive, found acceptance in the community and the municipality “is eager to
make the most out of its use” (Angelopoulou, 2016, p. 52).
In their work, Khan, et al. (2014) provide an overview on different urban planning approaches which enable citizen participation with the help of ICT. Support public decisionmaking, policy-making, planning and management with bottom-up approaches are goals
of these systems. The researchers present three applications in their work and they apply them with different scales in real-life scenarios. The applications incorporate features such as Virtual Reality (VR), interactive maps, and participation via web-based
visual interfaces to provide tools to identify issues and contribute in planning proposals.
In her work Bradley (2017) describes the effects of ICT on people and society based on her
empirical studies over several decades and recent qualitative studies. Her research regards
both positive and negative effects of ICT. On the positive side, her participants mentioned
that ICT provides access in terms of physical distance as well as in general in that it enhances and facilitates life. Independence seems supported by ICT since it enables citizens
to solve certain issues without further inquiry or questions to other people. On the negative
side, Bradley (2017, p. 73) states a “loss of important qualities in human beings, and the
interactions between humans” besides a longer list of disadvantages such as addictiveness,
potential fraud, and handling difficulties for certain people. Keeping these and further negative influences in mind while designing concepts and applications for citizen participation, can help reducing or even avoiding them in the first place. Developers, planners, and
organizers compiling ICT should be aware of its potential costs and implement the right
mix of automation, attraction, as well as virtual and real life social interaction to achieve
sustainable and enjoyable citizen participation systems.
Despite the promised pervasive potential of blockchain, Atzori (2017, p. 57) criticizes that
massive blockchain service adoption without ensuring coordination of their action by public authorities or institutions “would most probably end up creating new oligarchies and
a strong polarization in society”. The author warns that certain stakeholders of these services such as tech-skilled entrepreneurs, developers, and financial technology professionals could easily take advantage of their position. Even though these systems are promised
to provide citizens more democratic power, the mentioned professionals would be privileged since they would be the creators, controllers, or owners of the services while regular
citizens would more likely consume these. Taking these warnings into perspective it seems
that a wide and unregulated adoption of blockchain or similar technologies could divide
society instead of reaching and preserving cohesion among citizens. Hence, the dimen-
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sions of social inclusion seem endangered by this, focus must be set on it to preserve and
cultivate societal values.
Blockchain, however, with its features for consensual decision-making, public recordkeeping, immutability, and decentralization seems to have a lot of potential to support citizen participation as the foundational ICT. It can serve as a transparent, tamper-proof data
store and in addition provides additional functions for automation for funding and decisionmaking. The empirical findings will give an insight into people’s perceptions of this technology which will later on be discussed and referred to the literature review.
2.1.5 Soft Systems Thinking
Within this master thesis parts of soft systems thinking and some foundational concepts
from general systems theory are used to discuss and explain the data gathered in this research. It is used to explain certain phenomena and contexts to the reader in the discussion
part. The elaborated theory is suitable for this master thesis research since it supports the
description and interpretation of complex ICT systems such as the blockchain technology
and it provides ways to describe the interrelationships within and between technological
respectively societal systems.
The discussion part will be set in core context of this work: The problematic situation
focused in this thesis is the participation of citizens in a municipality context. The aim of
the work is to improve citizen participation, where blockchain technology has been introduced as a way to provide resolutions. Citizens’ perspectives or worldviews regarding this
technology in relation to citizen participation where brought together to form an insightful
picture.
According to (Skyttner, 2001), the general systems concept can be applied to a wide
range of phenomena: the weather system, the transportation system, the immune system, and so on. All the different parts of these systems work together in order to provide
a higher function. As an example would a disassembled bicycle usually be less useful
than when the parts are smoothly combined into a highly efficient transportation vehicle.
Systems and their environments are interacting constantly, therefore systems affect their
environments as well as the environments have effects on the systems. Relations between
human beings can be considered as systems. Skyttner (2001, p. 60) says: “When it comes
to social systems, this interaction is especially pronounced”, meaning that our complex
social systems affect the surrounding environment in a strong fashion. For example, society can be described as a system where the boundaries could be the national borders
which usually bind cultures and languages within them. Within society exist several systems such as political systems, healthcare systems, law systems, communication systems,
municipality systems, family systems, business systems, etc. All these systems are affecting each other and their environments. Therefore communication or ICT systems exist
besides social systems, but the people make use of the technology to fulfill certain needs.
These two systems have effects on each other. Before the internet there was mostly phone
landline and mail communication. After the internet was made available for the public
population the communication structures provided faster communication within society
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leading to an acceleration of life in general which itself led to an increased development
of technology. This progressive process abstractly shows how these systems and their
elements are interrelated.
The illustrated concepts of general systems thinking build a foundation to apprehend finer
grained concepts of systems thinking which emerged from it (Reynolds and Holwell,
2010). Soft systems thinking rather tries to build models to understand and interpret the
world than to form models of the world itself – which fits quite well with the interpretive
paradigm chosen for this thesis further explained in the upcoming Methodology section.
Soft systems are considered social constructs which can be used to provide understanding and to develop improvements for problematic situations. Their complexity is aimed
to be reduced by looking at the interrelations rather than inspecting the parts individually.
Reynolds and Holwell (2010) explain that soft systems thinking contemplates the experiences of humans as a main concept named worldview. Peoples’ perception of the reality
is influenced by various factors such as knowledge, beliefs, expectations, and personal
experiences. Such worldviews of people can change over time; in case of dramatic events
faster than usual. The worldviews bring perspective into systems thinking and offer to
view situations from a different angle. They enrich the picture in order to gain better
understanding of the problematic situation.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Paradigm
Myers (1997) and Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) suggest three dominant philosophical
paradigms in information systems research:
• Positivist
• Interpretive
• Critical
Myers (1997) elaborates that studies adopting the positivist paradigm primarily assume
that reality is constructed objectively and its properties can be measured independently of
the observing entity (the researcher) and therefore generally attempt to gain an increased
understanding of phenomena by testing theories. Whereas interpretive studies try to understand phenomena through examining the meanings assigned to them, since interpretivism
assumes that reality is constructed socially (Myers, 1997). Critical research assumes a
historically composed social reality which people produce and reproduce (Myers, 1997).
Critical research focuses on social criticism by highlighting certain restrictive and alienating conditions within society (Myers, 1997).
Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991, p. 24) conclude in their work that “researchers should
ensure that they adopt a perspective that is compatible with their own research interest
and predispositions, while remaining open to the possibility of other assumptions and interests”. Thus this research will adopt the interpretive paradigm since the research aims
to understand phenomena by examining social constructions such as meanings from people (Klein and Myers, 1999). The interpretive methods in information systems research
consider the context of an information system “and the process whereby the information
system influences and is influenced by the context” (Walsham, 1993, pp. 4-5) . The context in this study is the citizens participating within their municipality while the regarded
blockchain technology constitutes the information system.

3.2 Methodological Approach
Authors have termed the methodological approaches to follow within a study research
designs (Creswell, 2014) or strategies of inquiry (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011). Three main
approaches are highlighted by Creswell (2014):
• Quantitative
• Qualitative
• Mixed Methods
Quantitative research approaches aim to construct knowledge through testing theories by
investigating variables’ relationships. The variables are typically measured with instruments in order to analyze the data statistically (Creswell, 2014).
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Qualitative approaches seek to examine and understand meaning assigned by people in
groups or as individuals concerning problems of a social or human nature. Within the process of research the data collected via forms of questioning are interpreted to find meaning
(Creswell, 2014).
Mixed methods approaches combine both quantitative and qualitative research approaches
to collect data with the main assumption that the combination provides enhanced comprehensive insights about the research problems (Creswell, 2014).
A qualitative approach is chosen for this research to “inductively and holistically understand human experience in context-specific settings” (Patton, 2015, pp. 88-89). More
specifically, the main goal of the study is exploring how the blockchain technology is
perceived by and how it can support the citizens.

3.3 Methods of Data Collection and Data Analysis
In the following sections the data collection in form of the mentioned interview and the
thematic analysis will be described in detail.
3.3.1 Data Collection
A research focus group (Patton, 2015, p. 476) interview with 10 participants living in
the municipality of Växjö has been conducted in a session of about 3 hours. Within
this master thesis the participants were purposefully selected so that they properly understand the regarded topic in order to provide valuable data (Creswell, 2014). This
data will be interpreted according to the research questions to find answers to the research questions (Creswell, 2014). Relatively similar participants with strong interest
or certain relationships to information technology were included in the voluntary focus
group sample (Patton, 2015). The participants selected via this purposeful sampling (Patton, 2015, p. 46) had a general understanding of the topic so that valuable results were
gained.
To provoke responses and stimulate the creativity of participants, Gaver, Dunne, and
Pacenti (1999) made use of probes in their research. Similarly to their work, probes were
used in this research as a second method of data collection. They were designed to encourage the participants to provide reactions during the focus group interview. A self-compiled
presentation about citizen participation and blockchain with linked videos from a content
streaming platform was held for the participants. This presentation can be found in Appendix A3. Additional probes were provided in the form of colored post-it notes and pens
to write down or draw ideas and other impressions that came to their mind. These probes
were used to create some kind of dialogue between the researcher as the facilitator of the
focus group interview and the participants, where unexpected ideas and thoughts were
welcomed.
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The focus group interview method was chosen to be able to obtain useful information
from the participants by providing certain control to the interviewer over the direction of
the questioning (Creswell, 2014). According to Patton (2015), applying focus groups can
provide certain benefits for the research:
• Reduced costs in terms of data collection
• Increasing sample size significantly (e.g. interviewing 8-10 people in one hour instead
of just one person)
• Diverse perspectives are highlighted by the focus groups
• Enhanced data quality due to interactions between participants
• Non-verbal communication or avoided topics can reveal certain information
• Parts of the analysis can happen within the focus group interviews (e.g. Researchers
see if there is a consensus or a diversity of views)
• Focus groups “tend to be enjoyable to participants” (Patton, 2015, p. 477)
There are also limitations regarding the use of focus groups. A few of them mentioned by
Patton (2015) which could be relevant in the context of this research will be highlighted.
The response time for individual answers is limited. Therefore a maximum of 10 major
questions within one interview hour has been used as recommended by Patton (2015, p.
478) to ensure qualitative answers. The facilitator of the discussion needs to apply group
moderation skills to prevent discussions dominated by a few people. Group dynamics can
also influence the interview, especially when some of the participants know each other.
This problem can potentially be solved by scattering the participants within the interview
premises, which did not seem necessary for the session of this research since the group
was following the proposed guidelines and had a good discussion culture. Furthermore,
confidentiality can be hard to achieve especially since the interviews were audio recorded
for later transcription. This and other ethical issues are addressed in the upcoming section
3.5 about the ethical considerations.
While keeping the limitations in mind this study conducted an interview within a focus
group setting. The questions were assembled in an interview guide. The aim of the focus
group interview was to yield insights; both practical and useful (Patton, 2015).
The participants for the interview session were contacted by a variety of channels such
as personal email/social-media communication and face-to-face explanations/invitations.
They were approached early in the study so that possible issues related to the schedule
could be minimized. Initial issues regarding the date and time due to the Easter holidays in
Sweden were resolved by shifting the group session to 2nd of April 2018.
The goal was to receive 12 confirmations from people living in the municipality of Växjö
for the group interview. 35 IT-related people have been directly invited via social media
message communication. Another 110 people mostly studying in IT-related fields have
been contacted through a social media group channel of the local student association Kodkollektivet. A few more people were invited by another person which was interested in
the event via the WiTech (Women in Technology) IT-network. A post highlighting the
purpose of the group interview and the requirements for participation was created in an
assorted local social media group with more than 7000 members. Even though there is a
large number of members in this group, not all of them are still living in the municipality
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or are active anymore. From all of the invited people, 11 asked to participate in the focus
group interview event and 10 were finally confirmed, since one person interested did not
fulfill the requirements of the IT-relation. An overview of the participants’ profile is given
in Table 1. The group interview session took place in a mid-sized classroom with a big
table in the middle at the Linnæus university in Växjö. The premises supported to provide a good atmosphere for the participants with the round table and a couch a bit further
offset.
Table 1. Participants’ profile
Pseudonym

Profile

A

IT Student

B

IT Student

C

IT Student

D

Working in IT

E

Working in IT

F

IT Student

G

IT Student

H

IT Student

I

Working in IT

J

IT Student, Working in IT

As mentioned before, the interview itself was structured with an interview guide approach.
The guide provided an outline which had been followed during the session. The facilitator
remained flexible concerning the exact wording. Some questions in the beginning of the
session have been applied to obtain basic demographic data. The rest of the questions
were aiming to inquire about present, past, and future attitudes regarding certain issues.
Attributes like personal behavior, experiences, opinions and values, emotions, knowledge,
and background will be emphasized in the study (Patton, 2015).
The focus group interview has been organized in different phases. First, an introduction
phase was held with meet and greet, explanation of scope and aim of the study, and information about confidentiality and ethical aspects. Further, the data collection involved the
presentation of citizen participation and the characteristics of the blockchain technology.
The corresponding presentation slides can be found in Appendix A3.
The participants were seated around an oval table yet encouraged to freely move within
the premises if they wanted to, and provided with coffee, tea and other snacks to create an
enjoyable atmosphere. In the beginning they have been introduced to the topic using the
earlier mentioned probes. This phase supported the participants in finding common ground
within the topic at hand and served as a jumping board for the further data collection. Certain topic-related questions have been asked in the focus group with some follow-up questions to deepen the participants’ responses (Patton, 2015).
Short breaks have been held, as well as a wrap-up including a reflection of the session,
where the participants had the chance to provide last thoughts about the topics discussed
in the session. They were encouraged to note down the most important topics for them
discussed within the session, as well as remaining questions or final thoughts. For this purpose the probes in the form of the post-it notes were used and were put up the whiteboard
prepared with the title of the session as can be seen in Figure 6. As explained in the early
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part of this section, these notes were used as probes to provide input for the following data
analysis.

Figure 6. Post-it notes with most important topics/remaining questions of participants

3.3.2 Data Analysis
The gathered data in form of audio recordings of the focus group interview session was
diligently transcribed into a text format which is useful for further analysis (Lichtman,
2013). This raw interview data and the probe data was gradually put into codes, categories, and concepts by following six steps to obtain “the three C’s of analysis” proposed by Lichtman (2013, pp. 251-252). The followed process is illustrated in Figure
7.
Raw Data
Interview transcript
Codes
Raw Data
Post-it notes
Categories

Concepts

Figure 7. Data analysis process

For the data analysis within this research an iterative process consisting of six steps after
Lichtman (2013, pp. 252-255) were used to obtain concepts from the initial data:
1. Initial coding based on the participants’ responses transcript and data from the probes.
A comprehensive overview was gained within this step, by reviewing all the collected
material. The initial codes were added to the texts and distinguished from the original
data by wrapping them into the characters { and }. The codes were added in the form
of words, phrases or repeating the participants’ individual responses.
2. Revisiting the initial coding was done by extracting all the initial codes from the texts
and reviewing them again. Duplicate items were removed while the remaining ones
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3.
4.

5.
6.

were reviewed against the research questions to identify the most useful ones for clustering later on.
Initial categories were found by clustering the codes by major topics. The result was a
list of major groups categorized by headings with subitems below them.
Initial category list was modified by ordering the major headings after their relevance
or importance and combining some of the headings to further reduce the number of
categories.
Revisiting the categories was done to determine the items which seem to be the critical
and to discard the ones that can be seen as redundant.
Transferring categories to concepts. In this final step, a set of key concepts was identified. These were selected based on their potential value for the work.

Due to the reasonable amount of transcribed data, the process of analyzing it was done
manually without the use of particular analysis software. Since the transcribed data is
available in plain text format, it can be edited with a standard text editing software. Within
this thesis research, the text editor GNU Emacs was used in conjunction with Org-mode.
GNU Emacs with Org-mode provides sophisticated features for editing, structuring, notetaking, and task management while the resulting file still remains in plain text. The initial
coding was done within the transcribed text blocks by adding the codes in curly brackets
like this: {somecode}. The codes were transformed into Org-mode headings with further
subheadings within the iterative coding process described above. The setup of the system
supported the task of turning headings into subheadings and the other way around while
each heading still held the content related to it. Structuring data this way was really convenient since the content of each headline can be folded with one keystroke to provide a better
overview of the content. The advanced features of the editor such as tagging headlines
and todo management of the editor helped to monitor the coding process. A representative
screenshot of this system is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Data analysis with Org-mode
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3.4 Reliability and Validity
To present the accuracy and credibility of the data and the findings of this qualitative research study, suggestions from Creswell (2014) will be used.
Creswell (2014) proposes the two things to consider among others to check for reliability
of a study after Gibbs (2007). He suggests that transcripts should be checked carefully
after creating them so that they do not contain any major mistakes. This was done by
careful reading and improving the formatting of the transcript. He also suggests, to ensure
reliability, that the coding should be monitored by keeping track of the coding process by
note-taking in order to identify shifts in the meaning.
To assure validity of the study several approaches recommended by Creswell (2014) were
applied. The use of multiple data sources is suggested and can add to the validity if the
different sources can support the formation of concepts. The probes are used as additional
sources within this study to support the findings. Clarifying the bias which a researcher
brings to the study is important, as well as to display the validity of the work. There might
be some bias in this study related to the type and topics of the interview guide. They were
compiled by the researcher alone without consulting other experts or people, therefore
they are based on the researcher’s limited knowledge in the field of blockchain and citizen
participation. Nevertheless, it was not intended to guide the participants to answer the interview questions very specifically. The prepared questions rather served to facilitate discussions about the general topics they were addressing. The participants still had been able
to provide their own input to the study with its interpretive paradigm. Rich descriptions
of the setting and the findings is proposed as well. This is incorporated within sections
describing the data collection and the empirical findings.

3.5 Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations include ensuring the anonymity and confidentiality of the participants. The participation within the research is voluntary and can be withdrawn at any
time. The participants must be feeling comfortable while the interviews are being conducted and within the participation in the whole research setting. All of their contributed
data was handled with care. Personal data was stored separately from the other data. The
personal data and the voice recordings were stored offline (no use of cloud storage, etc.).
In the final thesis document there won’t be features included which could provide identification of individuals. For further details, please have a look at the informed consent in
Appendix A1.
The informed consent (Appendix A1) was handed out before the focus group interview.
It was to inform participants about the purpose of the study, their role in it, the rights
they have, the management of their data, and further contact information. The participants were encouraged to read the consent carefully and ask questions for clarification.
They have been given time to read the consent, fill out the form fields and provide their
signatures. The consent was signed on the spot in front of each participant by the researcher to highlight the fact that the consent is an agreement of trust between two parties.
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4 Empirical Findings
The data analysis process after Lichtman (2013) explained in detail in section 3.3.1 yielded
the following seven concepts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concept 1:
Concept 2:
Concept 3:
Concept 4:
Concept 5:
Concept 6:
Concept 7:

Accessibility
Flexibility and Responsiveness
Trust
Accountability vs Privacy
Adaption
Representation
Collaboration

The concepts are referring to the use of ICT, more specifically blockchain, in the context
of citizen participation. They will be explained further and supported with quotes of the
focus group participants in the upcoming sections.

4.1 Accessibility
The Accessibility concept highlights a foundational aspect of the present topic that citizens need access to information from their municipality in order to take part in decision
making. They need certain access and communication channels which fit their needs.
Digitalization moves forward, though people need to gain access and communicate differently.
In the early part of the interview session, participant F raised the question: “So which type
of participation which fits everyone?”
Online-based participation had been criticized later in the discussion about blockchainbased information networks that it might not be suitable for everyone: “it would be pretty
unfair too. Because my grandmother like, she, she don’t have any internet connection or
she don’t use a smartphone or she don’t use a computer.”, said participant E and provided
an idea for a potential access channel for elderly people after a follow-up question by the
facilitator: “you can also push it to them, via like normal radio. And have it like one hour
each day they’re talking about: Ok, we want to do this bla bla bla, you can vote here and
bla bla bla.”
Further possible communication channels were mentioned referring to both digital as
well as personal communication: B: “Facebook.”, J: “Email.”, B: “Newspaper.”, and
E: “Friends. Talked about.”
Participant D spoke about how to stay informed in the municipality: “You have to either
people working at Växjö Kommun, get some copies, or you can go as a citizen go down
to the city hall and get some at the reception. Or you know someone who works for an
organization who gets it every month. So it’s quite, let me say it… You need to know
someone, or know that they exist.” and then added “You can find information on the web
page also… but it’s quite hard to get it.”
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Other sub-aspects that were discussed related to accessibility were user experience and
quality of service. In particular, how information is actively retrieved from municipality
services. Participant I complained about a time-consuming, yet unsuccessful service request to a central municipality helpdesk which was conducted via phone: “I think I spent
like a whole morning. Just being sent around.”, meaning that she had been forwarded to
several officials, but nobody seemed responsible.
Participant E mentioned a general convenience factor of push-notifications on social media
platforms: “Today, I don’t search for information. I get, Facebook is pushing it to me.”
while participant F praised the Dubaian municipality for their efforts in creating a userfriendly app for citizens to retrieve frequent information: “like, when you go to a park,
when did the park open in the holidays or something. Or some of the events that they do,
in like the spring or summer or winter, all this. So, you came to know why they developed
a mobile application, a very simple, easy one. They actually have a push notification.
So they have something new. You can see. You don’t have to look for it. It will look for
you.”
In summary, the participants were discussing the accessibility of the services or information provided by municipalities or governments. The current access management seems
to be not ideal. The participants wished explicitly for concepts that support pushing of
information. It is apparent that established and state of the art concepts and applications
such as smartphone apps and push notifications should be used to provide information
to the public instead of sticking to certain legacy structures. In addition it seems to be a
necessity to support people not familiar with modern technology. The participants also
raised an important concern that those people need to be educated and interfaces need
to be provided for those which are not able to adapt to such modern technology anymore.

4.2 Flexibility and Responsiveness
Flexibility and Responsiveness combines several aspects such as: Flexibility, retrieval of
information, integration, and responsiveness. This theme describes how agile or malleable
an accessible system by the municipality or government could be.
General flexibility was mentioned in the form that certain plannings or events could be
adjusted or postponed on demand: “You can change the route of or the path anytime you
want.”, said participant F, referring to a blockchain-based online voting system which
features on-demand based voting. That would mean, if there would be important events
coming up, demanding attention from the public, projects with lower priority could be
postponed, or put on hold.
The retrieval of information seems to be conducted often via a pull-method. Institutions holding the information quasi public, but it needs to be pulled individually. Participant D mentioned that “they hold the highest card. Because they have the information, but they don’t distribute it to us. Eh. We have to actively search for it and interpret
it.”
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Participant I added “you can ask for it and everything, but like usually the normal citizen
don’t know what to ask for, so they usually don’t get questions either”. And then highlighted an exemplary case: “We sent an application for money for […], it came back with
that really really political letter, that is like… for a normal person it’s you can’t understand it. Hehehe. And you can go like, okay… I give up, you know.” and then stated:
“a lot of people just give up. And they are like, ok, we’ll do it another way”. And finally added: “they have their own language and you have to talk it.”, referring to Officialese, the specific or precise language commonly spoken or used in written form by
officials.
Integration barriers foreigners are facing which can hamper taking part in society were
mentioned by participant C: “I was receiving bunch of brochures, cataloges and these
things from Skatteverket5 and from the municipality. All of them were in Swedish and
when I was here I couldn’t understand any of them.”
A general responsiveness aspect which describes how quick a system provides a response
to a request was pointed out by participant B: “Choose what happens and when. So like,
if you don’t like the government now, you don’t have to wait four years to get another
vote.”
To sum up, it can be said that there seems to be a wish for systems that are both flexible
and responsive. Flexible in the sense of being adaptive to new circumstances or demands
from the users. If pulling information leads to barriers relating to retrieval, then the system
itself should be adapted accordingly to meet the new requirements. It looks like this is
going hand in hand with the accessibility aspect. Also the systems should be flexible so
that they serve the purpose of empowering people making proper decisions as well as
adjusting those decisions if necessary. In addition, the flexibility should be supported by
responsiveness. Traditional decision-making and governing seems to be slow-paced due
to a lack of flexibility. The group discussed that their requests should receive responses
quicker than common nowadays; faster and directly related.

4.3 Trust
The concept of trust unifies aspects of transparency and traceability of information.
The general issue of trust was mentioned by several participants. Participant A mentioned
generally: “[Blockchain] builds trust, yeah. It’s a big thing.”. Participant F gave a specific
example about free access to information: “I think now if you as a Swedish citizen go to
municipality and like ask like how much did you spend in this project I think you can
know, right. You have a right of information. They already have a law just applying this
to everyone instead of walking into the municipality and asking yourself you can simply
have it online. But they really have that all, free of access.”. Such free access creates trust
among parties. If the information access would be simplified by putting it into a blockchain
system and creating applications around for pushing information, it would most likely
increase trust in municipality or governmental work.

5

Swedish Tax Agency
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Transparency of information was mentioned by some of the participants related to different contexts: Participant I said: “Now it is just like this big world/municipality world
and then you don’t really know what is in there. […] I think you need to make it more
transparent and break it down to make it more easily. And then you can pinpoint what
you want to participate in”. The discussion also yielded a mentioning of transparency
about investments which could support participation. Investment flows could be made
more clear. Participant B said: “You can always be grumpy if you don’t know where the
money is going”. Transparency in the form of better data formats and open information
infrastructures was also mentioned by participant B: “data is already open and you can
access this. But you want to access a data format that is easy, more easy to manipulate or
show, right?”, where “manipulate” was referring to easy processing and enriching data,
not tampering. The discussion brought up that a transparency feature could reduce or even
eliminate corruption and highlight abuses. Participant F contributed to this: “if [the municipalities/governments are] not – which I doubt – listening to people. This will be very
obvious”. The transparency aspect also brought up a mentioning that blockchain could be
beneficial to close the payment gap between men and women. J said: “If everybody knew
what eh, everybody got for salary, it would be harder to pay, you know, men higher salary
than women.”.
Traceability was mentioned by participant A in relation to smart contracts. Real cases can
be abstracted into smart contracts where different contractors could get paid automatically
when they provide their part of the contract: “You keep track of how it goes, yeah. It’s also
on the chain. […] So then in the smart contract it could be, ok, the money is sent to that
contract, like they have to live up to their promises”. It was also mentioned that promises
from authorities or politicians are forgotten since people lose/forget certain information
due to the lack of a historical feedback for tracing actions. J said: “People usually, or
masses usually, they forget quite easily or quite quick.” and B added: “What people
promise”.
Transparency and traceability of information seemed to be factors for the trust put into a
system. Blockchain comes with these features by design. It seems that transparency would
build the trust by providing insight into internal procedures, decisions, etc. Transparent
systems with good accessibility would build the foundation for traceable information. If
the systems would be trustworthy by implementing transparency and traceability, then certain processes could be automated (e.g. with smart contracts) while citizens would remain
in power of keeping track of decisions and their results.

4.4 Accountability vs Privacy
Accountability vs Privacy combines several aspects related to some mentioned properties
and applications of blockchain such as public record keeping, immutability and proof-ofauthorship.
Providing public access to digital information can lead to usage of this information in unintended ways. As participant E highlighted: “One interesting thing, because we have so
much data that is public. There is a company called Lexbase, they made a web application where you can, if you have been convicted in Sweden, you are on this site.. and like
the idea about having this kind of data public was never that somebody will ask for all of
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it and then create a database from it.”, referring to a questionable website and database
with aggregated public records of convicted Swedish citizens including verdict, judgment,
sentencing, and address.
The immutability feature of the blockchain supports such a form of application in which
public records can mean a threat to individuals. So said E: “If you commit a crime for
example […] but after five years it goes away in the records. But if you, if you would
made it public available in the blockchain it will never disappear, right?”. Participant G
raised an interesting question: “Who gonna decide like which data is gonna be public or
private?”. Will it be the users/citizens who decide what they want to share with the public,
or will it be decided top-down by an institution?
Participant F mentioned a system from Dubai where the government/municipality releases
idea campaigns for certain projects and the best idea gets a proposal for a job: “They can
propose to you that you can be part of the team or even the team head to observe that
your idea is being implemented the same way you did it.”. Implemented with blockchain it could historically track done jobs or the effort spent. Proofing suitability so
to say. With the words of participant F: “Proofing what you’ve done, who have done
what”.
Accountability given by blockchain could support truth based reviews/statements. Participant J mentioned that it “could be used as something like a proof, that you purchased something at this restaurant. […] proof that your review is actually based on truth”.
A high level of accountability could also be a threat said B: “We have this with social
media, right? Companies that does something small wrong or something like that.. can
get so much negative [feedback]. They have to close down. Because they can’t find work
anywhere. On one small mistake. […] people following [a politician/responsible] that
pushes negatively on that. Because they don’t like one thing that he did earlier.”. The
participant referred to defamation or impediments created by competitors, opponents, or
followers for certain people or companies.
The focus group participants discussed the risks and the benefits of releasing information
to the public and storing it long term on the blockchain. They said that there will always
be unsocial, unpleasant, or disliked behavior. The group used a pejorative to express their
criticism against people behaving like that. The originally used word has been replaced
with fool set in brackets. One of the participants said: “There is always gonna be [fools]”.
Another one replied: “Good thing then, because then you can see who is a [fool]”, referring to the point that individuals’ unpleasant behavior could be revealed. The participants
coined a name for such a system: “[Fool] blockchain”. The idea appealed to the group,
so they came up with some hypothetical advertising pitches: “Find all the [fools] close
to you” as well as “Hö, once you’re a [fool], you’re always a [fool]”. These ideas and
jokes were referring to some main features of the blockchain such as a history transaction log and the immutability. Implicitly, based on the interview part one can say that
they were discussing if there should be a right to be forgotten or a right to make mistakes. This could become even more important when looking at the following statement
from participant F: “I think the misuse of technology or social media will be there. It
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could be faster or [have] more impact when it comes to blockchain, but it will be always
there.”
Apps for information retrieval and contribution (discussion, voting, etc.) were discussed
in the focus group. Open Source software was mentioned since this type of software can be
considered transparent due to its available source code. Privacy issues were raised. It was
discussed that it would be dangerous if such software and apps would not be Open Source,
since individuals could be identified through bypassing anonymity features or that their
personal data could get stolen. E commented: “I have so much personal information in my
phone that the app maybe could read.”, “[My smartphone] is the most personal computer
that I, I got. It got everything about me. Pictures, my contacts, emails, everything” and
highlighted: “I would no longer be anonymous when I voted.”. Participant B said: “In
India they have an app or an application from the government on the phone but, they
have found that this application is sending up the telephone IBM.. no what is called..?
The numbers [Facilitator commented: ”IMEI“] so you can trace a phone to a person
and stuff like that. So.. if it is not open source, then you shouldn’t use it.”. Participant
J mentioned that the law system needs to be adapted to assure individual privacy: “I
guess the privacy laws also have to.. evolve with this.” and went on commenting that
closed source third party apps or services could jeopardize privacy: “On Facebook […]
everybody was posting pictures of himself, like in the other, like gender […] if you accepted
the terms of that, they got access to your data and the data of all your friends that you
see.”
Issues related to privacy where further discussed by the group. Some of the blockchain
implementations like Bitcoin are pseudonymous, transactions can be assigned to certain
pseudonyms. Such properties could lead to a lack of privacy, since the identities behind
the pseudonyms could be revealed based on patterns. J said: “It could be quite easy to
find out [… your identity] based on how you type”. A risk of exposure is potentially given
since individuals can be traced down with calculated certainty by linking the information
available on the blockchain. B commented: “If you know one address, you can see what
that address is sending to.. so if I know your address I can almost certainly know that
this address can be your friend and this is your bank and you can connect dots…” and
added “if you know one wallet then you might be able to see a lot more than what’s intended”.
In summary, accountability seemed to be a wanted feature of a blockchain system. Concerns about privacy were raised, since such accountability comes with certain privacy implications. It looked like that the design, development, and implementation of future systems need to manage the balancing act between accountability and privacy.

4.5 Adaption
The group discussion yielded views about how blockchain applications could or should be
designed, implemented and adapted. These views are bundled in this concept.
Participant E highlighted an important fact about blockchain: “It is just a data structure”,
and then went on “You develop something around […], right? So, so you develop an
application that can access the blockchain somehow”. The participant explained that
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the applications can be built around the blockchain data structure to access it and if this
software would be Open Source, people could contribute and evaluate these systems. E
added: “The benefits that I see with these transactions is that they are open […] so, we,
we could go in and say.. ok what had happened here and did you evaluate the application
wrong?”.
The group talked about how the adaption of the blockchain technology can lead to opportunities. A said: “We can make just another blockchain that works a total different
way. It’s just configurations” and added “Some new stuff coming up that might or might
not work. Change stuff again and make it even better. Hopefully”, referring to repetitive
prototyping to improve blockchain applications.
The group also saw such developments critically – especially in early phases. They mentioned a more selective deployment approach of blockchain. J mentioned: “I think it would
be a bad choice or bad idea to go directly into, you know, ok we’re gonna do it with blockchain” and contributed later “It would be amazing if you could just replace the, you know,
the normal system with this. I don’t think it would work with everything. There are some
things that […] you don’t value until you need them. […] the municipality has insurance
for all kinds of things. You know, and, you know if people had to vote on putting a lot of
taxes from the municipality into insurance, most people would probably say ”no, we don’t
need this!“”. The participants were referring to implement a separation of concerns when
building blockchain-based systems for the public. For example to divide core business
issues from such which are directly related to the public.
Participant B contributed that public access should potentially be restricted for certain
actors within blockchain environments such as public planning systems: “Like this group
that lives here gets, gets to see this, but if you’re outside…”, referring to participation in
public voting about changes in certain areas.
The participants discussed several aspects related to the adaption of blockchain systems.
In summary, it can be said that the group realized the fact that blockchain in essence is a
data structure where applications can be built utilizing it. The possible applications seem
to be endless which can be considered a plus for the adaption of blockchain-based systems.
Openness as in Open Source (and potentially free) software was mentioned as a major factor for adaption. Prototyping systems was proposed to achieve constant and progressive developments over time. Critical voices came up with worries about separation of concerns
when creating blockchain applications used for public voting. Access restrictions based
on business areas could be an option to avoid issues with critical business concerns caused
by unintended voting results due to certain group effects.

4.6 Representation
In the process of the discussion, the group came across the topic of democratic representation. This section bundles and aims to connect it to blockchain-related features.
Participant I said: “It’s ehm, a modern world. And I think we should modernize the [democratic] system as well. But we hold on to this really really old system, that hasn’t evolved
at all basically. But the world has, a lot. So I think it’s a good new angle to it. To the, to
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become more democratic”. In other words, the democratic system does not fit the needs
of the citizens and should be modernized. Blockchain could provide certain concepts and
views to such a transition.
The participants thought that municipalities and governments have the responsibility to inform the public actively. There seemed to be a confusion about the workflow of decisions,
because they were not transparent enough. F meant: “they look at it from a different perspective: ”You didn’t ask.“”, referring to the common issue that citizens need to actively
ask for information to receive it and added then: “The other way around.. ”you must tell
me. It’s your obligation to tell me“”. Participant E contributed after someone else raised
the question if the governments/municipalities want to inform the public: “I don’t think
it is.. if they want, because they represent us. They represent the majority. So, I don’t
[… care] if they don’t want it. Because if the people and the majority wants it, then they
should act on that”, referring to that participation is not encouraged by certain authorities,
but that this situation should be changed. F supported this argument with the following
statement: “They are totally not encouraging participation, either by not telling people or
by not having participation activities”, then highlighted that such situations are not only
growing out of political reasons: “[It has evolved based] on a system… on a routine. […]
Not only a political representation”.
When the discussion moved on, the concept of Distributed Autonomous Organizations
(DAOs) was taken up. The group mentioned that DAOs could lower the impact of individual influence by representatives/responsible people. A said: “It would remove the ego,
yeah”, participant H added that it would “increase the awareness of all the possibilities
that the citizens have. With regard of data and management”. Participant B proposed that
DAOs could be used for fundraising and participative planning: “It would be a good way
to start. If you can push this to the public and see that you put in your tax into some DAO
and then like you have to vote if, yeah we are planning to build a road here.. do you want
it? Or do you don’t want it? This is how much money we are going to take out of the
organization for this”.
The discussion yielded some views about today’s democratic representation. It was said,
that the democratic system evolved over a long time, but seems not adapted to the demands
of modern society with its fast pace of life and development. Representatives seem to release certain information mainly when people specifically asked for it which slows down
or hinders public participation. Since the representatives usually represent a large majority this should be changed according to the group. The participants saw the potential of
Distributed Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) to further develop public voting systems
concerning municipality or government issues.

4.7 Collaboration
This section bundles aspects related to collective decision-making, influence of the individual, and activism.
Participant J mentioned a system from Reykjavik in Iceland in which citizens can participate with ideas and concepts to improve their neighborhood: “People have a time limit
to come up with some ideas for skateparks or football fields or eh.. bike lanes and stuff.
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And then there is a voting if you’re a citizen of Reykjavik you can vote on it online. And
I think it’s worked very well because they pushed, the city pushes it a lot and advertises
it a lot. And they’ve built a lot of parks and skate parks and a lot of bike/bicycle lanes
in the correct places where people live in just through this”. The group was positive on
a statement made by participant J, who claimed: “[The municipality/government needs]
to push this, you know, push people to get active in this. And I think they need to deliver
on it, so people will actually use it next time to see some results”. The statement was
referring to the phenomenon that people seem to be less active/participative when they
actively need to search or ask for information within complex structures such as websites
or municipality offices.
The discussion came to a point where the participants were talking about individual influence of citizens in public planning processes. For example which stores should be selected
for upcoming shopping centers. Participant B was referring to a recently built shopping
center in Växjö next to the university campus: “Students have no clue on what companies
are going to be in there, why ICA is the one getting closer, not Willy’s. Like that. They
can’t really vote on what, if they want a new Subway or if they want a new like Pizza
place or something like that”. ICA and Willy’s are two major super market competitors
in Sweden and Subway is an international fast food chain selling sandwiches. Participant
B mentioned this, since the new shopping center is really close to the student campus and
therefore many students will go there for grocery shopping and other things. But it seems
that the students haven’t been asked for their opinions on what should be in this new shopping center. To achieve more influence, the group discussed if the civil society must act
or build systems themselves. F said: “The civil society need to come up with some sort of
a blockchain technology”.
Public voting systems based on blockchain could offer transparent and traceable decisionmaking. It could also come with drawbacks and yet unknown threats. It seems that people
would need to adapt their behavior when voting with such systems. Participant I said:
“Changing also the mind of how people are voting”. Questions of practical execution of
the tasks decided upon were raised by I as well: “If you’re going to decide something
about municipality […] to create a new park here, […] somebody needs to execute it”.
Participant A reacted to it and said: “I guess you put up like a smart contract, yeah. Like,
a thing. And then, ok, have a vote or something. To neglect it, or together. Or these
options.. like this company for this, or this company for this much, and they do it in this
time and of course you keep track of how it goes, yeah. It’s also on the chain”, meaning
that the whole chain of actions should be put on the blockchain to assure the transparency
of execution.
Issues related to mass manipulation were discussed as well. Participant A said: “Giving
too much power there is people starting manipulating the masses into thinking this is a
great idea but it is actually not, it’s a really stupid idea”. F added that such effects are
common for politics in general and not specific for public voting mechanisms: “Politics
work like that. They affect people’s opinions”. Participant B meant that these effects
could be rather low due to the decentralized nature of blockchain systems: “If we get
[… information] from a decentralized way then you can remove much of the advertisements”.
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In summary, it seems that the participants were positive that the use of blockchain systems could support or lead to more collaboration between citizens. Positively connoted
examples of public voting for local concerns were discussed. It seemed important that the
leading institution needs to push the information and the system to the citizens in order to
receive proper feedback. Concerns raised about mass manipulation relating to digital public voting systems were discussed contentiously, but did not yield deeper insights. Issues
like that would need further cross-disciplinary investigation.
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5 Discussion
Reality is complex, and so are the roles people have to fulfill in society. The municipality
as a system has individuals and groups of people as citizens in it. Each of those citizens brings perspectives and views of the world based on personal experiences, acquired
knowledge, beliefs, and so on into the system. In this human activity system the citizens
could make use of a blockchain system for various purposes. This section summarizes
how citizens perceive the technology and how it can support their participation within the
municipality context – with regard to the two research questions. The discussion is based
on the themes and concepts described in the empirical findings section. It will highlight
the most relevant findings, set them in context, and create an overall picture regarding
citizen participation and empowerment.

5.1 Citizens Perception
The perception of the citizens is at the core of this research. The findings from the empirical study related to the first research question, How do citizens on a municipality level
perceive blockchain technology in relation to participation?, are represented in Table 2
and serve as a summary for the following discussion. The numbers serve as a reference
without any particular hierarchy.
Table 2. Citizens’ perception of blockchain related to citizen participation
How do citizens on a municipality level perceive blockchain technology in relation to participation?
1

Pure blockchain participation systems are not wanted if they do not provide legacy interfaces

2

Blockchain could lead the path to free online accessible information

3

Blockchain could support transparency to build trust

4

Could reduce or eliminate corruption and highlight abuses

5

Better data formats and open information infrastructures could evolve with blockchain

6

Historical log could support preserving information about decisions and promises

7

Public access to immutable digital information can lead to usage of it in unintended ways

8

Historical log could enable accountability and some sort of proof of suitability

9

Blockchain could be in conflict with a right to be forgotten

10

Blockchain software should be Open Source

11

Privacy should be a major concern when utilizing blockchain

12

Separation of concerns should be ensured to avoid problems such as ones related to core business

13

Blockchain could modernize democracy

14

With the use of blockchain, people and institutions would need to radically change their behavior and their
agendas

15

Decentralized information provision could reduce political agenda advertisements

Blockchain with its concepts and features seemed quite appealing to the focus group participants. Nevertheless, they were against a general adoption of pure blockchain participation systems if there would be no legacy interfaces provided. Such legacy systems
could be public helpdesks, radio/TV shows, and so on related to the citizen participation
system, where people could inform themselves, discuss, and vote. The focus group interview showed that participants contemplated their activity system and its interrelations
carefully. The need for legacy interfaces for elderly people or people with low technology
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skills are a concern. Social inclusion focuses on exactly those issues. People with different capabilities, knowledge, or resources must be included to achieve participation and
empowerment. The United Nations report DESA (2016) about social inclusion and Levitas, et al. (2007) highlight these as factors for participation. A possible resolution to reach
more inclusion could be that certain interfaces are provided over longer periods, even if
blockchain would find a wide adoption in systems for managing participation. This would
probably be a transition phase until the generations are educated enough to fully exhaust
the features the new ICT systems would provide. Nonetheless, there will be most probably
a part of society which won’t be interested in using online based services to communicate
their issues. Therefore certain interfaces to the digital systems must be considered and
maintained to include those citizens.
The participants thought that free online access to information could be made available
with an underlying blockchain data structure. Certain documents and other information
concerning the citizens could be pushed into a blockchain network. Since it would be possible to have such a system decentralized with the citizens’ personal devices as network
nodes it could be free of access for everyone. In such a system people could interact with
each other virtually instead of being forced to retrieve information from the municipalities themselves or taking part in community meetings. If it is hard to ask for information
in municipality offices as mentioned by the participants, the information can not be considered 100% free. It is more or less free, but it can require exceptional effort to get an
understanding of how the system of the municipality works. Each citizen which wants
to participate is commonly confronted with an unfamiliar, non-transparent municipality
system which partly even speaks an abstruse language. Free access to resources is also a
concern of social inclusion, since the citizens need to be able to inform themselves to be
able to recognize if their rights are respected (DESA, 2016). Providing information free
of access for everyone would provide improvements to such a problematic situation and
build trust into the system.
The transparency blockchain can support was seen very positive by the participants. Trust
in a participation system can only be gained if the responsible authority deeply integrates
this concept in its core business model. The citizens need to gain an understanding of
what is going on in order to actively take part. The participation level can only be raised
when citizens can gain an understanding of the activity system they are acting in and
the systems they are confronted with to improve their environment. Creighton (2005)
says that people need to be informed completely and objectively to be able to build a
foundation for their judgments. If not, they are most likely stuck in the levels of nonparticipation; Manipulation and Therapy as Arnstein (1969) explains. Achieving higher
levels of participation requires at least that people receive access to genuine, complete,
and objective information. Usually people need to trust a certain party or source which
provides such information for them. Blockchain comes with a trustless design, meaning
there is no need to trust a third party. Authorities could make use of this feature to (re)gain
trust by the citizens.
Trust can only be assured when the actors of the systems play according to the commonly agreed rules. The participants pointed out that a transparent participation system
could reduce or even eliminate corruption and highlight other abuses. A fully transparent
blockchain-based system for municipal issues would render it almost impossible to cheat.
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If the software would be smart enough and the data structure clear, then malicious actors
could be identified and corresponding sanctions inflicted. Problematic situations arise inevitably in complex systems such as society. It is comprehensible that people like to trust
in a participation system and its actors to create improvements for such problematic situations. This process of building trust needs to be encouraged and preserved by all actors
in the corresponding system.
Better data formats and open information structures were a concern of the focus group
participants. They said that these could evolve with the wide adoption of blockchain. The
data/information format and its accessibility seemed particularly important. An understanding of problematic situations can be supported by knowledge and fact-based information. In some cases it might be tedious to acquire such information since the system
where this information is held is rather complex to understand. Such systems seem typical for political tokenism. Arnstein (1969) places the degrees of tokenism in between
non-participation and citizen power. Citizens in these rungs get informed or consulted,
or are even able to provide input to decisions, though the right to decide remains by the
power holders. In contrast to systems where it is hard to request the information of interest, highly accessible information infrastructures with known data formats would assist
people to gain more comprehensive understanding.
Information gets lost, whether it is digital information or human memories. In the context of participation in a municipality, information about decisions and promises play an
important role. It was highlighted within the focus group discussion that such valuable information should be preserved to empower people making smarter decisions themselves.
Blockchain with its historical log of transactions could support this. What was put on the
blockchain, is preserved there. More casually: “What happens on the blockchain, stays
on the blockchain”. Situations and systems get more complex over time, because subsystems, interrelations, and many more factors get altered with the progression of time adding
more uncertainty. To recall certain system states of the past, historical records need to be
consulted. The blockchain provides this feature by default for all networked actors. If a
participation system is implemented without single points of failure – a distributed manner – then historic events can be retrieved by everyone. Therefore decisions and promises
would not get lost, encouraging all actors to play nicely.
Such a history of information can also create unwanted side effects which need to be discussed. The participants warned that public access to immutable digital information can
lead to certain usage which is not wanted or unintended. In case the information is fully
public, all kinds of records publicly available could potentially be retrieved, aggregated,
enriched with other data and again provided via the internet or other networks. Such a scenario seems crucial since once the information is online, it is almost impossible to take it
down due to mirrored copies and remote backups. In modern societies, certain records are
considered less common property than others to protect individuals from being pursued
by other people. Criminal records are considered such commodities which are generally
protected by the law. In many countries the records must be deleted after a few years
to allow individuals to take part in society without being troubled. Correspondingly to
these issues, Bradley (2017) criticizes that the intensive use of such ICT systems might
lead to a loss of qualities that are important for individuals. If people would be solely
judged based on scores, ratings, or information supplied by certain systems instead of be-
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ing personally faced by other individuals, then society would definitely lose important
qualities. Therefore, a right to be forgotten must be discussed when blockchain systems
or systems with immutable records are designed and implemented for the general public.
A bit contrary to the concerns brought up in the previous paragraph, historical logs could
raise accountability and in some cases supply some sort of proof of suitability. It was
discussed in the focus group that it should be able to hold certain responsible officials and
also citizens accountable to what they have said and promised. It could provide some kind
of proof that a person is suitable for certain jobs. If it were possible to retrieve the history
of conducted works of an individual or institution, it could be assessed by the public if
those people or institutions are capable of improving certain situations concerning public
interest. The right to be forgotten stands on the opposite side to such features. Examining,
evaluating, and deciding if data should be deleted at some point is rather complex. Many
worldviews and systemic relations are involved, constructing a messy situation for the
future planners and deciders of participation systems.
Open Source software seemed to be a concern in the focus group when it comes to software
distributed to take part in citizen participation. The code of such software can be publicly
obtained and inspected by the community. Malicious code can be spotted and brought to
attention. Governments releasing software to install on citizens’ personal devices under
proprietary software licenses would be a disaster in terms of privacy. In such cases it
would be hard to impossible to tell which exact data would be transferred to government
institutions. As discussed already, transparency plays a key role in building trust. Open
source software provides such a transparency to the users. There are still risks left, since
the provided code can be complex and hard to read. Bad software design can lead to
security flaws and malicious code can be obfuscated by making it look harmless. Both
client and server software should be made available Open Source licenses and even better
under a free software license. Free software usually allows the users to use the software,
to study its structure, produce copies, and change the software in any way. The citizens
would be empowered to review and customize the software under the terms of the free
license.
Among the participants, privacy seemed to be a major concern. Citizens should remain in
power of which of their data and information goes to certain authorities, institutions, or the
public. As mentioned, Open Source can contribute on the software side to achieve personal
privacy. Open data standards and a right to choose what information should be made public
could minimize misuse of information along with other principles like data reduction and
data economy. The privacy issues mentioned by the participants are corresponding with
the important concerns raised by Atzori (2017) about potential exertion or abuse of control
by technology specialists and expert stakeholders providing blockchain services. Swan
(2015) highlights privacy challenges for personal records since personal accounts often get
compromised nowadays, and therefore the access to their information. When considering
to use blockchain it is inevitable to discuss privacy issues and include concepts to enable
it in the planning processes of such systems.
Another risk was mentioned in the focus group interview. If a participation system with
blockchain would allow to vote for almost everything to full degree, then it would most
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likely end up with major problems concerning the core business. As history tells us, the
majority is not always right. Problematic situations could arise when people start voting
on everything without having deeper understanding about the domain. For example, funds
could be spent in the wrong way, rendering the basic operation of an institution without
function. An example highlighted by the participants could be insufficient insurance for
the work of the municipality because the majority refused these assets in the business cost
calculation. In case of an accident or lawsuit, the municipality would not be able to pay
their costs. Therefore a separation of concerns must be discussed when it comes to the use
of blockchain. There are usually people working in the municipalities executing decisions.
They are taking roles in their municipal activity system which must be functional and secure to keep the operation going. Relations and requirements must be contemplated when
this system meets the participation system the citizens act in.
How democracy works nowadays and what is anticipated from it in a modern society was
concerning the focus group participants. They thought that blockchain could modernize
democracy. Some concepts discussed in previous paragraphs of this section create a foundation of how the participants envision modern democracy. The features of the blockchain
in relation to democracy seemed quite appealing to the group. Especially transparency,
traceability, immutability, and trustless design (while building trust with other features)
seemed to play a key role there. Modernizing democracy to empower individuals and
groups is a major task which demands a paradigm shift. People and institutions would
need to radically change their behavior and their agendas. Decision-making would most
likely be much faster than today and the municipality system would be more responsive.
Consequences of actions would be more present since they would be quickly visible. It was
mentioned that decentralized information provision could reduce political advertisements.
(Swan, 2015) describes a concept in which advertising can be reduced with a blockchain
application as well. This concept is called random-sample elections in which samples
of voters are selected randomly within a blockchain system to have more representative
votes and less influence of manipulation. Chances of mass manipulation would still be
there, but it could be visualized where the information came from due to the immutability
feature. Discussing if democracy should be changed like described will come with a clash
of worldviews. The exaggerated picture would be the government on the one side versus
the citizens on the other side. Citizens want to maximize the degree of citizen participation
to full citizen control. On the other side the government with all its complex machinery
which wants to keep law and order to keep everything functional and performant. In many
cases there could be synergies between those to worldviews, but it is apparent that improving this system fundamentally is a highly complex task.

5.2 Forms of Participation
This section bundles the ideas and views that arose in the focus group discussion about
implementations of blockchain and the forms of citizen participation that could be supported by it without explicitly referring to the participants. Some of the content might be
partly overlapping with the previous section since it is also based on the empirical data.
The pictures also might be a bit overdrawn, because they are based on the perspectives of
the citizens interviewed within this research. Such exaggeration does not hurt the general
ideas, it rather encourages to think ahead on the institutional or governmental perspective as well and later find common features together. Nonetheless, the provided ideas are
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evaluated critically. This section provides answers to the second research question: What
forms of citizen participation on a municipality level can be supported by blockchain technology? The answers are summarized in Table 3, which creates an outlet for the upcoming
discussion. Similar to the previous table, the numbers are just references without further
hierarchy.
Table 3. Forms of citizen participation supported by blockchain
What forms of citizen participation on a municipality level can be supported by blockchain technology?
1

Public information, planning, and voting based on blockchain with legacy interfaces for elderly people and
people less familiar with technology

2

Communication channels (email, newspaper, word of mouth, …) combined with blockchain data store

3

Clear responsibilities/structures depicted in blockchain data structures make it easy to hook in for participation

4

Systems with functionality for pushing information retrieved from the blockchain data structure

5

Flexible democracy with blockchain-based citizen participation in the sense of adjusting decisions,
fundraising, and planning to emerging situations

6

Responsive systems could be created by reducing decision procedures and make information exchange
more efficient

7

Making information publicly available on blockchain could help create data-driven citizen participation

8

Participation systems which can be trusted based on blockchain which is designed to be trustless

9

Transparent and traceable investment flows could support participative planning and controlling

10

Proposal systems for participative planning based on blockchain

11

Participative systems where citizens can achieve participation points from certain participation in projects

12

Systems that identify bad players

13

Create open participation systems which can evolve with the needs of the citizens

14

Distributed Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) could provide methods for fundraising, proactive provision
of information, and collaborative discussion

A system for public information retrieval, planning and discussing community projects, as
well as collaborative decision-making could be implemented based on blockchain. Such
a system would be consisting of many parts that are related to each other. The software
for processing and managing the data in the blockchain could be implemented in a decentralized manner to avoid system downtimes and single points of failure. Citizens as well
as officials would connect with the network via certain clients. Some of the clients if not
all of them could hold copies of the blockchain or parts of it to contribute to the network.
That depends of course on the data size put on the chain. But since data storage tends to
become cheaper every day and consumer devices such as desktop computers and laptops
are usually equipped with a lot of storage space, storing the blockchain or parts of the
blockchain from a municipality seems feasible.
To take part in such a participation system it must be ensured that all citizens potentially
have access to it. Software for all kinds of different devices must be implemented and appropriate APIs developed so that programmers can connect different systems and devices
with the participation network. While state of the art application programming interfaces
(APIs) are commonly easy to use, current blockchain implementations such as Bitcoin
seem to have some issues regarding their API usability (Swan, 2015). Workflows for people with less technical skills or lacking will to use the technology must be implemented
too. Radio, TV or even classical newspaper could be utilized to provide information about
what happens in the participation network. People could stay informed that way. Voting
could also be done via phone land line or letters. The system would evolve and regulate
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over time so that the effort spent supporting the different interfaces would be kept low. The
different communication channels would most likely be maintained by different parties,
since the data store would be publicly available.
The responsibilities, governing, and community structures would be clearly depicted in
the blockchain data structures. Citizens would be motivated to hook in for participative
events and projects since time-consuming manual information retrieval would be eliminated. The convenience factor of having information a few clicks away on a website or
smartphone app should not be underestimated. People would sign up for or bookmark the
issues and projects they are interested in their personal system to be informed when something happens. This concept of pushing information pro-actively to the citizens instead of
pulling seems to play a key role. People are having different roles in several activity systems of society such as private life, family life, work life, hobbyist life, volunteer groups,
etc. Each of these activity systems demands attention and acting according to their roles
from the individuals. So the citizen role is affected by all of these other systems. Interrelations, conflicts between worldviews, and many more factors are involved. Therefore
it should be somehow convenient for the citizen to take part in the participation system
in order to keep track of all the information and projects concerning it. This could help
reducing uncertainty and therefore complexity yielding a better understanding of citizens
about the corresponding activity system.
A blockchain-based system like the introduced one could offer a more flexible democratic
way of participating. It would be possible to quicker adapt to new situations by recalling, adjusting, or postponing decisions in favor of higher prioritized issues. Fundraising,
planning, and voting could be customized to emerging situations. Citizens could have
therefore have more influence on how current situations are being handled. This could
be categorized into the degrees of citizen power after Arnstein (1969). Citizens would be
able to use a valuable information infrastructure, enrich this information within the participation system to share it with others, and utilize it to make decisions within delegated
power structures. Furthermore, there is a communication between the different systems
within their environment which creates certain properties in the higher system hierarchy.
These could show as demands which affect the higher level system and the subsystems
in it. Since complexity increases with the progression of time, flexible and responsive
systems should be intended to keep them low. If political agendas would be decoupled
from municipality issues, then a more responsive system could be created. It would be
more data-driven or better: issue-driven. Having all necessary data publicly available on
the blockchain would facilitate a data-driven approach. Issues can be identified by transforming the data into valuable information. It would reduce barriers created by difficult
language such as Officialese and converge to issue and purpose driven information and
decision workflows.
An ideal citizen participation system would be designed, implemented, and maintained
based on some features like high accessibility, full transparency, good traceability of information and importantly trustless design to achieve trust. Investment flows would be
visible, making it harder to spend money on the wrong projects or loosing it in dark channels used by corrupt actors. Responsible people could be held accountable for what they
do or avert to do. This would potentially create other threats, since mistakes could be
seen by the public and responsibles could be deposed from their office even if they make
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small mistakes. Responsibilities would probably blend in with and within the different
systems. People would have proof about their skills if they are suitable to execute certain
jobs voted for by the citizens. Proposal systems would emerge, where people can propose
their ideas to solve an issue. The person and/or group proposing would take the responsibility for the project, if the majority likes the proposed idea and agrees that suitability is
given to execute their plannings and decisions. Swan (2015) describes a similar concept
for elections and democracy, where individuals’ votes can be assigned to other members
of the network in order to delegate the decision-making to others. People in this system
can gain power by becoming delegates. The delegations can be assigned over longer periods of time, short time, or only for certain decision-making, resulting in a very flexible
and responsive system.
A participation point system where citizens collect value points based on how actively they
take part could support making the decisions about who will execute projects in the end.
Also it could help to identify fake and troll accounts, as well as increasing the credibility
of reviews and evaluations of projects. A citizen participation system could partly provide
automatic identification of “bad players”, actors disregarding the commonly agreed rules.
Actors not sticking to the truth, misusing public funds, and so on could be put to spotlight
based on algorithms. Such automatic procedures should be constantly monitored and evaluated since there is always a probability of getting true or false positives due to accuracy
issues.
An open participation system which can evolve with the needs of the citizens would require that citizens are enabled to design, create, and shape the participation platforms. The
system should be self-adaptive, meaning that it should provide interfaces and features to
customize the platform itself by utilizing its participative capabilities. To keep the system
healthy, secure, and functional safeguards must be installed. The core business of the system, the participation platform it is supporting must remain intact. The already mentioned
separation of concerns could help to achieve that. Certain departments could be decoupled
from the decisions or could require a specialized group deciding on the issues of concern.
The work should still be transparent, but certain decisions would potentially require to
leave the public out of the process.
Distributed Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) could provide many of the features mentioned in this later part of the discussion. Fundraising, proactive provision of information,
collaborative decision-making, contracts, payments, and more tasks could be automated
with them. Citizens participating in the fundraising could be automatically granted for
decision-making and automatically be informed about projects in the area they live in.
Contracts could be executed based on certain conditions such as reaching the necessary
funding. Mediators and specialists could be commissioned and payed via a DAO if citizens need advice or support to make smarter decisions. Awards for citizens, maybe based
on Micropayments could encourage citizens to participate in the system, to improve it, to
make suggestions, and so on. The possibilities of DAOs are manifold and will probably
influence future technologies as well.
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5.3 Citizen Empowerment
There are many ways of how participation systems could be designed. A sophisticated
system design can be achieved where the visions, needs, and requirements of the citizens
are considered carefully. If this will happen with the support of blockchain and if the
citizens will be included in the development of such participation systems are legitimate
questions. To achieve citizen empowerment and social inclusion, using blockchain does
not seem to be a necessity. But some of the underlying concepts and ideas have large
potential in supporting a process of change.
The degrees of citizen power described by Arnstein (1969), namely Partnership, Delegated power, and Citizen control can only be achieved if the systems for citizen participation are designed, developed, evaluated, and maintained in collaboration between citizens and official institutions or governments. Proprietary solutions where the developed
systems are closed source and served top-down might promise short-term profits and unaltered power structures. As Atzori (2017) critically pointed out, massive adoption of
blockchain services would most likely create severe polarization in society and oligarchy
structures. Professionals working in the blockchain area could take advantage of their
position, rendering them privileged since they have control over the technology. Hence
to secure empowerment and social inclusion, it is of utmost importance to educate people in these technologies so that they are able to understand and evaluate them. Social
inclusion is a process, aiming to enable people to participate freely in society, regardless
of disadvantages or missing access to resources. It is aiming to improve their situation
by enhancing opportunities to equip them with a voice and respect for their rights. Inclusive, collaborative approaches following a bottom-up pattern have a potential to create
solid foundations for such a unified and technological cultured society. A society beyond
powerless citizens where manipulation, therapy, and informing are not the accepted norm.
A society where citizens are not content with participation tokenism. A society instead
where citizens, officials, and governments are seeking for partnership, delegated power,
or even citizen control.
A clash of worldviews mixed with strongly opinionated positions can create complex situations where finding a common understanding can be difficult. This applies to politics,
as well as to many private life situations. Building up common understanding to find
resolutions to problematic issues needs information and communication. Since ICT is already ubiquitous, it can be utilized to support this. Blockchain is promised a flourishing
future since it already took the step from a concept discussed in academics to real life
applications in industry and other fields. Electronic medical records (EMRs) are one major application which caught wider attention (Azaria, et al., 2016). Micropayments in the
IoT domain are another example (Swan, 2015). So, as can be seen, major applications
of blockchain are possible and will probably become even more popular. Blockchain is
said to have a pervasive potential. Instead of waiting out what the future has planned
for it, it is proposed that further investigation and evaluation through research should be
conducted.
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6 Reflection
In this section certain important aspects of this research are highlighted. The reflections
will concern parts of the chosen methodology.
Considering the limited time that was available for planning and conducting the focus
group session, it can be said that the interview was a success. The session was held in
a relaxed atmosphere where open discussion about certain research-related issues was
encouraged. Nonetheless, improvements can be made. More planning, a longer interview
session, and more types of methods for data collection from the participants are suggested
for future sessions. Particularly, the use of probes can be enhanced so that they have more
impact on the research.
Probes have been used in the focus group session to motivate the participants and to provoke reactions from them. The probes, especially the post-it notes could have been used
more intensively. Reviewing how they were utilized in the focus group interview, it can
be said that they could have supported the research better if more focus would have been
set on them. The participants were encouraged to use the post-it notes individually to
write down ideas and express their thoughts at any time. The input from these was rather
low compared to the data gathered from the group discussion. The participants probably
did not have enough time to put their thoughts to paper since the discussion demanded
too much attention. Short breaks and dedicated time to utilize the post-it note probes
would have provided improved results. Furthermore, crafting the probes more carefully
and combining them with other methods for categorization and participant motivation to
enhance the quality of their contribution is suggested for focus groups conducted in further
research.
The interview session was held by the researcher himself. The audio recordings of it
helped to recall the reactions from the participants. It is suggested to support such an
event with more facilitators in the future. The researcher could focus on the reactions of
the participants while another person or researcher could facilitate the discussion. That
way, other aspects such as emotions could be incorporated into the discussion of the interview data. This could potentially help evaluating which topics are more important to the
participants than others.
Retrospectively, it seems that the participants were emotional regarding certain topics. In
some cases their frustration about past experiences with organizations or municipalities
could be assumed through the stories they have told in the session. Their use of language
seemed to be an indicator for frustration as well. These emotional responses could have
been highlighted a bit more, but gathering them would have required a few changes in the
setup of the focus group. As mentioned, a second researcher or person present during the
session could help regarding this matter.
Finally, it became clear during this research that the researcher has the responsibility to
make sure the chosen methods are executed carefully and in line with the objectives of the
research. Due to time and resource limitations it is necessary to gather valuable data to
produce proper results in the end. If there had not been enough data or important aspects
had been missing within the data collection part of this research, it would have been hard
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to conduct a follow-up focus group interview with all of the participants. Therefore it was
of utmost importance to gather the necessary data in the one session conducted. Fortunately, the data was good enough to yield valuable insights on citizens’ perceptions. By
following the improvements mentioned and developing more strategies, future research
could provide further insight into what people think about blockchain in relation to citizen
participation.
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7 Conclusion
The aim of this master thesis research was to explore the perspectives of citizens on blockchain in relation to citizen participation, and how this technology can support this participation. Blockchain has been explored within this study as a tool to improve the situation
of the citizens in their municipal context.
The study has been conducted in the municipality of Växjö, Sweden. A focus group interview was carried out to generate data from its discussion. A group of 10 people related to the IT field was interviewed. The gathered empirical data built a foundation for
providing citizens’ perceptions and potential forms of participation. To improve the situation of citizen participation was a concern of this research. The views shown in the
discussion section are meant to be recommendations for future research, plannings, and
discussions.
The results of this study are the perceptions of the interviewed citizens and the forms of
participation with blockchain derived from them. Information privacy was a major concern of the focus group participants. These were valid concerns which share similarities
with literature regarded within this study. Blockchain is said to have a pervasive potential,
which was reflected by the findings. The group mentioned that if blockchain would be
used for participation, both citizens and officials would need to radically change their behavior and agendas. The participants seemed to understand the most important concepts
of blockchain after a relatively short introduction, which shows that citizens could be educated about the concepts and how to use blockchain-based systems. The IT relation of the
participants helped them to get into the topic faster. For people with less technology background, the education would demand more time and effort to be put into the educational
media. The possible forms of participation derived from the perspectives gained from
the citizens were manifold and illustrated practical applications of blockchain. Many of
them would be possible without using blockchain as a data structure at all. Nonetheless,
the features of blockchain were seen rather positive and useful for applications concerning
citizen participation. The higher applications would inherit the core features of blockchain,
motivating to develop following their principles.
The focus group discussion has shown that the interview participants were generally interested and concerned with citizen participation. The complex municipality structures
seemed to be a major factor that hinders participation. One participant complained about
being sent around in the hotline system for a full morning which had been a rather unsatisfactory experience. Other forms of manual information retrieval were mentioned in that
context as well. These personal experiences alone support demands for changing the municipal system already. Citizen participation seems to have many impediments in terms
of practicality. Frustrated citizens are likely to not take part, especially if there are even
more barriers in their way.
Threats seem imminent, if blockchain applications would be adopted widely without taking precautions to achieve and preserve privacy and control by the citizens. The interviewed citizens confirmed concerns raised by contemporary literature with their critical
awareness about privacy and mass manipulation issues related to blockchain. While the
topic was not specifically focused on, the participants mentioned a few issues such as
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manipulating citizens with the controlled systems based on political agendas and information theft. They then highlighted that the success of the developed systems would
depend on if they were Open Source, or not. It must be made sure that people do not
blindly trust in Open Source either, since as already discussed, malicious code can be
hidden in client software or the services. Nonetheless, it seems to be a requirement for
trustworthy software to be Open Source in the first place; providing transparency to the
users.
Citizen Empowerment was finally discussed within this master thesis as a product of the
citizens’ perceptions and the forms of citizen participation. Social inclusion plays a key
role for the well-being of citizens acting in a society. Where this well-being and other
human needs are endangered, empowerment can not prosper. The discussion was included
in this thesis, since empowerment and citizen participation are entangled. Dealing with
tokenism, or lower degrees of citizen participation does not seem to be satisfactory in
the long run. It could be more fruitful for society to finally achieve degrees of citizen
power.
If society wants to hold together to resolve the issues arising in the near future, it must
move closer together. Blockchain and its ideas could be part of such a progression relying
on technology, if used appropriately and citizens’ concerns such as privacy issues are
taken seriously. To reveal what is appropriate, what works, and what does not, research
and practice should move forward together with the citizens to investigate blockchain.
Correspondingly, one participant said at the end of the focus group interview: “Let’s do it!”.
If we do it, we should not be too conservative, but being overenthusiastic would probably
not help much either. As so often in life, a middle way where concerns are taken seriously
without obstructing overall progress should be striven for.

7.1 Contribution
This study contributes to the topic of citizen participation in relation to blockchain with an
Information Systems perspective. Since citizens are the main users of citizen participation
systems based on ICT, their perspectives and perceptions were focused on in this study.
A lot of groundwork on the technology part of blockchain has already been done, whereas
little research was done on the societal issues such as citizen participation. ICT-supported
citizen participation already has been subject of research studies, but utilizing blockchain
in this area has not been considered much before. To fill the gaps in this area, this research study contributes with its unique perspective and methodology both to theory and
practice.
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7.2 Future Research
This last part of the work will provide other researchers with some suggestions for future
research based on the results and experiences of this study.
Since this research has been conducted based on the motivation to improve the situation
for citizens, it would be great if the topic and its results could inspire others to continue and
improve further. There are various paths and perspectives to examine the relation between
citizen participation and blockchain.
The results of this work could be compared with those from other focus groups, where
the focus could be switched to people not related to IT, or people of different age, etc.
Prototype systems could be investigated with user centered approaches such as participatory design. Case studies could be carried out in cooperation with municipalities. Crossdisciplinary investigations about mass manipulation and abuse of power relating to voting
systems based on blockchain seem important as well. Especially, the issues of privacy
should be investigated thoroughly, since they are not only concerning systems of citizen participation, but also the whole area of blockchain applications and even beyond
that.
As final words, it can be said that this research study emphasizes the role of the citizens in
improving societal issues by presenting their perspectives on a complex situation. Technical solutions can often enhance peoples’ situations in many ways. But in the end, those
using this technology should be asked about their views and thoughts, to ensure that the
final implementations actually fit their needs.
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A1 Informed consent

ii

LNU Information Systems
Informed consent for master thesis
"Blockchain-based information systems to support
citizen participation"
(The possibility of making slight changes to the title is declared)

Researcher contact information
Christian Anders
ca222qn@student.lnu.se
+46 70 321 XXX (phone number altered for this appendix )

Background and purpose
Citizens participating in society and their local communities
whether individually or in groups can contribute to decisionmaking processes or other community related issues. Citizen
participation can be supported by information and communication technology (ICT) on a municipality level. The aim of
this study is to gain an understanding how people perceive
certain technology such as blockchain-based information systems in relation to participation in local municipalities and
how this technology can support participation.
The study is made within the informatics department of
Linnaeus University in Växjö, Sweden. It is conducted as
an individual master thesis and is neither commissioned nor
written in cooperation with other institutions.
You are reading this consent because you have been invited
based on your previous knowledge or your ﬁeld of studies
related to IT. With your participation you are contributing to
this research.

What does participation in the project imply?
You will be asked to participate in a focus group discussion that will last approximately 2.5 hours including a gettogether with ﬁka and snacks.
The questions will concern citizen participation and certain
technologies which can potentially support this participation.
The session will be audio recorded and later on transcribed
into written form.

How will your information be treated?
Demographic data and personal information will be acquired
during the group interview session. All data will be treated
conﬁdentially. The access to the data will be restricted
to the master student and the supervisors. Personal information which can potentially be used to identify individuals
such as names will be stored in a non-disclosed document
separated from the other data to ensure conﬁdentiality. All
other data will remain anonymous.
The participants won’t be recognizable in the master thesis
since personal identiﬁcation features won’t be published. To
ensure privacy, participants’ names, personal information,
and voice recordings will neither be mentioned in the ﬁnal
thesis document nor revealed to any third party.

The scheduled completion date for the master thesis is
the 22nd of May 2018. The personal data and any voice
recordings will be kept oﬄine (no use of cloud storage etc.)
by the student until the ﬁnal grading of the master thesis.
After that, the voice recordings and the personal information
will be deleted permanently.

Beneﬁts of participating in this research
This study aims to gain an understanding how citizen participation can be supported by certain ICT based on your
perceptions of this technology. The outcomes of this research can be potentially beneﬁcial to you regarding how
citizen participation will be supported by modern technology
in the near future.

Voluntary participation
The participation in this master thesis study is voluntary and
the consent can be withdrawn at any time without providing
any reason. If you want to withdraw, all your personal data
will be deleted.

Questions about the research
If you have any questions regarding the research or your
role within the study, feel free to contact Christian Anders,
Master Student in Information Systems. You can reach out
via email to ca222qn@student.lnu.se or phone at +46 70
321 XXX (altered, see contact information ).

Consent
• I understand and agree with the above statements
• I understand that the participation in the study is voluntary and that I can withdraw at any time without providing
justiﬁcation
• I agree that the group interview will be audio recorded
• I hereby consent to participate in this master thesis study
and allow to make use of the information I will provide
during the group interview session

Place, Date

Anders, Christian

Lastname, Firstname

Participant Signature
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A2 Interview guide

iv

LNU Information Systems
Interview guide for master thesis

17. What would you think if you could have the opportunity to help your municipality in raising money for
a humanitarian cause?

"Blockchain-based information systems
to support citizen participation"

18. What would you think if you could have the opportunity to help a community project to raise money?

Questions
1. How long have you been living in your municipality?
2. Do you like it there?
3. Have you ever participated actively in an event happening there? If so, could you describe it?
4. Have you ever used the municipality’s structures or
services for participating in various activities? For
example lessons or educational courses oﬀered by
it?
5. How do you get informed about these participating
activities?
6. Have you ever contacted the municipality for some
reason? How did you do it? Could you please
describe?
7. Are you satisﬁed with the available ways you have
to express yourself on local matters?
8. Have you ever thought that something could be
changed or improved?
9. What is your opinion on citizens’ participation?
10. Are there any diﬃculties in your municipality that
prevent citizens from participating?
11. Do citizens discuss among each other about issues
in the municipality that trouble them?
12. What would be the ideal way for you of communicating with your fellow citizens?
13. Have you ever thought of doing something yourself
about issues troubling you in the municipality?
14. What would you think if you could have more opportunities of participating in the municipality as a
citizen?
15. What would you think if you could have a more
active role in decision-making in your municipality?
Why?
16. What would you think if you could have a more active role in planning processes in your municipality?

19. What would you think of participating in communityrelated projects, for example urban farming?
20. What would you think of a voting process with many
participants?
21. What do you think of the speciﬁc technology I introduced in the beginning?
22. Have you understood the way it works?
23. Do you see any use of it when it comes to citizens
participation? Could you give me some examples of
how it could be used?
24. What do you think about distributed autonomous
organizations (DAOs) in relation to citizen participation?
25. What do you think about a distributed blockchain
network client running on your personal devices?
26. What do you think about public records that are
immutable/unchangeable?
27. How do you think could community fundraising be
supported by blockchain?
28. What do you think about the proof-of-authorship
feature?
29. Of all the things we’ve discussed, what is the most
important to you?
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Introduction

2

General

Christian Anders
• Bachelor in Computer Science & Media
• 1 Year Master in Information Systems (ends in May 2018)
• Research for master thesis
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Focus group interview

3

General

•
•
•
•

Small group setting for research purposes
A facilitated/moderated discussion with interview character
Some questions will be asked to encourage discussion
Casual setting
. Get up or walk around if you want
. Feel free to ask questions or interrupt me anytime
. Feel free to use the board/flipchart if you want to explain/discuss
something
• Short breaks will be held
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Guidelines

General

• No right or wrong answers, only different viewpoints
• Session will be audio recorded, please only one person should speak at
a time
• Please try to avoid distractions such as phones
• No need to agree with others, but please listen respectfully when others
share their views
• Talk to each other
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Informed consent

5

General

Informs you about
• contact information
• background and purpose
• your role
• your rights
• benefits
concerning the research and serves as an agreement between us
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What is meant by participation?

6

Participation

André, Martin, and Lanmafankpotin (2012) define citizen participation as:
“Citizen participation may be defined as a process in which ordinary
people take part – whether on a voluntary or obligatory basis and
whether acting alone or as part of a group – with the goal of influencing
a decision involving significant choices that will affect their community.”
Modern societies are developing to have
• a high level of participation by their citizens
• in decision-making processes
• or other community related issues
Individual participation can be seen as
• being involved with “shaping the society”
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Participation

• Decision-making processes in the municipality
• Fundraising for community projects
• Initiatives to prevent privatization of public parks in the neighbourhood
(Angelopoulou, 2016)
• Solidary networks covering basic needs (food, clothing, etc.) because of
the economic crisis (Angelopoulou, 2016)
• Social pharmacy to provide medication for people in need (Angelopoulou,
2016)
• ...
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Citizen participation and ICT

Participation

• Citizen participation has been successfully supported by Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) (Kumar & Vragov, 2009)
• The technology itself is evolving rapidly
• Recent literature mentions the pervasive potential of Blockchain
technology (Glaser, 2017) and its effects on different parts of society
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Examples of ICT

•
•
•
•
•

9

Participation

web pages / applications
live calendars
social media channels
Informative Emails
Newsletters

(Angelopoulou, 2016)
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Ledger
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Blockchain

“A ledger is the principal book or computer file for recording and totaling
economic transactions measured in terms of a monetary unit of account
by account type, with debits and credits in separate columns and a
beginning monetary balance and ending monetary balance for each
account.” (Wikipedia, 2018)
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Ledger

11

Blockchain

Old school ledger (Wikipedia, 2018)
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Ledger

Blockchain

Digital Ledger (Wikipedia, 2018)
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One definition of blockchain

13

Blockchain

“In its generic form, blockchain technology refers to a fully distributed system
for cryptographically capturing and storing a consistent, immutable, linear
event log of transactions between networked actors.” (Risius & Spohrer,
2017)
• Type of distributed ledger
• Peer-to-peer
• Public and private blockchains
. Public means that potentially untrusted actors can read and write the
blockchain
. Private blockchain networks can be built where the actors are known
and trusted (e.g. industry group, group of companies owned by an
umbrella coorporation)
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What is a blockchain?
• Blockchain itself is a data
structure
. data logically put
together in a specific
form
. Other data structures
– Databases (rows,
columns, tables)
– Text files
– Images
– etc.
• Blockchain 6= Bitcoin
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Blockchain

Simplified Block Structure (Mitra, 2016)
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Blockchain

How does a blockchain work - Simply Explained (5:59)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SSo_EIwHSd4
Understand the Blockchain in Two Minutes (2:25)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r43LhSUUGTQ
Decentralized Autonomous Organization A Short Film (9:54)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETfaSaywXqM
THE COMPANY WHICH CONSISTS ONLY OF COMPUTER CODE |
CHRISTOPH JENTZSCH | TEDxGraz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJrPW3254wg (16:54)
https://youtu.be/EJrPW3254wg?t=451 (starting at 7:31)
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Introduction videos to blockchain

Blockchain

Bitcoin Transaction Details - Part 1 (15:46)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Em8nJN8IEes
Bitcoin Transaction Details - Part 2 (19:55)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9nxuhLSyOg
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Blockchain

Proof of existence Storing data for the purpose to proof existence.
Examples: Registry items supposed to be unique: patents, web
addresses, email addresses.
Proof of nonexistence Opposite of above. Verify whether specific entries
do not exist in the blockchain. Examples: Records of complaints, fines,
or convictions.
Proof of time Time-stamping to track occurrence of events in time.
Examples: Delivery or notification tracking, payment tracking, public
bidding.
Proof of identity Specific case of proof of existence. Proves that a certain
identity already exists. Blockchain supports that since it provides basic
security for identification and authentication. Examples: Digital identities
for people, animals, or goods. e-Government strategies.
(Drescher, 2017)
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Blockchain

Proof of authorship Authorization features of the blockchain can prevent
someone from adding data to the blockchain without having the
appropriate rights. Examples: Electronic publishing, copyright protection.
Proof of ownership Relies on previously mentioned patterns. Examples:
Managing ownership of real estate, cars, company shares, digital money,
or cryptocurrencies.
(Drescher, 2017)
Note: Not to be confused with technical concepts such as “proof of work”
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Blockchain

• Payments: Managing ownership and transfer of digital fiat currencies.
• Cryptocurrencies: Managing ownership and creation of digital
instruments of payment that exist independently from any government,
central bank, or other central institution.
• Micropayments: Transfer of small amounts of money that would be too
costly by using traditional means of transfer.
• Digital assets: Managing creation, ownership, and transfer of digital
items that have value in their own right or represent valuable goods in the
real world.
• Digital identity: Proving identity and authentication based on unique
digital items.
(Drescher, 2017, p. 227)
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Specific Applications

Blockchain

• Notary services: Digitizing, storing, and verifying documents or contracts
and proof of ownership or transfer.
• Compliance and audit: Auditing business activities of people or
organizations in regulated industries in an audit track.
• Tax: Calculating and collecting taxes based on transactions or on sole
ownership, reducing tax avoidance, or double taxation.
• Voting: Creating, distributing, and counting digital ballot papers.
• Record management: Creation and storing of medical records.
(Drescher, 2017, p. 227)
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